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Our Food Customs.
It was only a short time ago that a
pot hunter was arrested in San Fran
cisco for selling burrowing owls as
qaail. It was only after a guest at a
f ishionable dinner noticed the immense
fee t o f the supposed quail that the de
ception was discovered. Many fash
ionable people had been buying these
birds supposing them to be quail, and
when they found they had been eating
burrowing owls as a delicacy the ex
citement reached fever heat.

M IT A L L IC C A R TR ID G E ^
No matter how hard your pack pulL
on the “ tump line’ ' it’ s best to keep
you r'rifle ready—when the trail leais
through deer country.
Your fusilade will not be stopped by
a misfire or a jammed cartridge if you
shoot U. M. C. CARTRIDGES.
They
make the deer drop his flag.
Made for Marlin, Remington, Stevens,
Winchester or any standard rifles o f
any caliber.
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ANNOUNCEMENT.

W

to connect with our steamers. Daily mail service is assured, also both telephone and tele
graph connections. All telegrams will be immediately forwarded from Rangeley. W e wish
to say that either of our establishments are ideal places for women and children. The alti
tude is high, 2000 feet, thus making hay fever and like diseases unknown. Our terms are
$2.00 per day per person; $1.25 for guides’ board. W e furnish reliable guides on application.
Parties can leave Boston at 9 o’ clock a. m., on either the Eastern or Western division of the
Boston & Maine railroad for Portland, Maine Central to Farmington and the Sandy River
and Phillips & Rangeley railroads to Rangeley, or from Portland via Maine Central to Rumford Junction, Portland & Rumford Falls railroad to South Rangeley and the Rangeley
Lakes steamboats to Rangeley. From Rangeley our buckboards convey parties direct to our
camps. All inquiries cheerfully answered. Write us early for any Darticulars; we are sure
we can satisfy you. W e make special rates by the month. Let us hear from you that*we
may reserve some of our best accommodations for you. Address

Ed Grant & Sons., K ennebago or Beaver Pond, Me.
W ALTER

I).

M O CCASIN S. All kinds. First-class workman
ship. Catalogue free.
M. L. Getchell & Co., Monmouth, Me.

H IN D S,

Maine’s Leading T axiderm ist, Portland, Y e
Under L afayette H otel.
6 4 2 Congress Street.
Send your Heads and Fish for mounting to W .
H. Hatch, Cornish, Me. Carved panels, prices
no higher.
E. A . BUCK « C O M P A N Y ,
Bangor,
.
.
.
Maine.
Sporting Moccasins all kinds.
Send for Catalogue.

Y ou Miss a T reat
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If you don’ t read

In The Glow
of the

Camp Fire

A 160 page book, containing 12 stories by an enthusiastic
sportsman, founded upon actual incidents in his lifelong inti
macy with the woods.

Full illustrated, handsomely.bound in

green cloth decorated with gold lettering.
’ receipt o f $1.00.
Price $1.00 prepaid.
M a in e W

oods

Sent postpaid on

Given free for tw o subscriptions to

accompanied by $2.00.

One o f the above must

be a new subscriber.
MAINE WOODS,

-

-

-

Phillips, Maine.

Fishing For Bass In Belgrade Lake.
A few years ago I was fishing in
Great lake in Rome, Maine and I had
as a companion a young man who lived
near the lake. W e were out in a boat,
anchored, and fishing for bass and
white perch. W e had been quite suc
cessful. I was fishing on one side o f
the boat with a hand line and he on the
other side with the same, when all at
once a 4-pound bass jumped from the
water and landed right in my lap, g iv
ing me a thorough wetting. About
this time my companion was pulling in
his line as fast as he could, when all at
once his fish let go and he exclaimed,
“ Where in h— is my fish? He was a
big one. ” I remarked that from my
feelings he was in my lap and not in
Hades.
We both claimed the fish and I on the
ground that possession was nine points
of the law.
_________
Rabbit’s Foot Luck.

INFORMATION FREE.
We often get enquiries from parties who want a bunch
of circulars of camps and hotels in Maine and of Railroad and
Steamboat lines

We send these free of charge for the benefit

of advertisers in Maine Woods and our readeis.

M A IN E W O O D S IN F O R M A T IO N
Phillips,

-

BUREAU,

Maine.

“I N

The Vacation Sea
son is not complete
without a trip to the

TH E

Maine Woods,”
Published by the

Bangor & Aroostook

Rangeley Lakes
Reached direct and
with close connec
tions by steamer for all points on the
Lakes by

Railroad.

The R um ford Falls Line.

9th Annual Edition ready March 1st.
Send 10 cents in stamps for one of the first
copies. Address Guide Book 6.
C. C. BROWN. G. P. & T. A .,
Bangor, Maine.

Through Pullman parlor cars between
Portland and Oquossoc during the Tour
ist season.
Booklet and time-table mailed upon application to

R. C.

B radford,

Traffic Man., Portland.

“ It’s magnificent
but it’s not w ar.”

Fishy Bear Stories.

Dr. G. Alden Mills o f New York City
has a friend in the Yellowstone Park
region, who, we should judge, is ambi
tious to be a rival o f Eddie Grant o f
Seven ponds in story-telling. He tells
the doctor that when he wishes to re
plenish his larder he goes out o f his
cabin with his spyglass and locates a
bear far up on the mountain side. He
then takes careful aim with his rifle
and shoots the bear. The mountain
being very steep and the distance great
by the time the bear rolls to the bottom
the friction has tanned his hid 3 and
cooked his meat ready for the hunter’ s
use.
This Yell wstone guide s known as
“ Yankee Jim ,” and he informs the doc
tor that he has often fished in a pool of
water near by another pool where the
water was so hot that he simply threw
the fish over into pool No. 2 and th(y
came out cooked, ready for eating.

Frederick Staples o f Farmstead, near
Danbury, Conn., being superstitious,
; carried the left hind foot o f a rabbit
i shot in a cemetery on Friday, the 13th
Jo f the month, at midnight by the dark
! of the moon. His wife, while going
through his pockets one night, felt
something soft and furry. She thought
it was a mouse and gave a shriek and
jump.
She slipped on the polished
floor and broke her hip bone. The doc
tor’s and nurse’ s bill amounted to $150.
Mrs. Staples was confined to her bed
for nearly two months and her husband
had to hire a woman to do the house
work during that time. He says that
rabbits’ feet are no good and has
thrown his into the fire.

DGES

T H E Y SH OO T W H E R E YOU HOLD

™

This is the distributing point for the great Rangeley Lakes region. It is acre.
reached by one day’ s ride from Boston. Strictly first-class service is found here.
Turned Out For the Fox.
Many o f our patronssay that there is nothing wanting. W e have trout and
salmon fishing, golf, tennis, boating, beautiful drives and walks. W rite for
A Maine dog created quite a sensa
illustrated booklet to the
tion during the last week by running a
R A N G E L E Y L A K E S HOTEL C O M P A N Y , R angeley, Maine.
fox
in the main road. One o f our most
John B. Marble, President.
Henry M. Burrow s, Treasurer.
noted hunters, who was driving along
the road, met the fox and although his
horse was frightened,
the horse’s
fright was nothing compared with the
man’s, for he immediately turned <ut
E WISH to announce to the public that we have leased a large territory at the foot of
and let the fox pass by. The fo x was
Kennebago lake and have built there a set of camps which we will open to our pa
trons and friends the coming season. This new establishment in connection with
attacked by two other men but escaped
our camps at Beaver Pond will give our guests the manifold advantages of a very large
tract in which to hunt and fish. Our guests will be able to get both lake and stream fishing
uninjured. It seems that R eynarj is
and fish of excellent size both salmon and trout may be had. We have our own steamboat on
too foxy for some o f the hunter •».
Kennebago lake, also buckboards making two or more trips daily from Rangeley Lake House

S U P P L IE S

W inchester Rifle and Pistol Cartridges of
all calibers are loaded by machinery which
sizes the shells, supplies the exact quantity
of powder, and seats the bullets properly.
By using first-class materials and this
up-to-date system of loading, the reputation
of Winchester Cartridges for accuracy,
reliability and excellence is maintained.
They cost no more than inferior makes.
Ask for them, and insist upon getting them.

Moose Was Blind.
Jack Lary, foreman o f one o f the
Berlin Mills’ lumber camps on the Ken
T H E U N IO N M E T A L L IC C A R T R ID G E CO.,
nebago river, told the following story a
year or two ago: He said that his crew
Agency, 313 Broadway, New York City.
discovered a big cow moose living near
B
ridgeport,
Conn.
Depot, 86-&8 First St., San Francisco, Cal.
the river, that seemed to be totally
blind. The men went out to see her
There are a great many very attractive fishing and summer resorts in Maine, several times and approached as near
but there is only one
her as they dared to. She was not thin

LAKE

S P O R T SM E N ’S

RIFLE AND PISTOL CARTR

Send f o r Game L aw s and Guide D irectory.

RANGELEY

PRICE 3 CENTS

W hat is it?
Merely a few tro
phies o f the hunt
in the

Rangeley and
Dead

River

Regions
— OF —

Maine.

hunting season.

A daily scene at
Strong station, on
the line o f the nar
row gauge railroad
system, during the
Do you want to know more about the region. Address

G. M. V O SE, Kingfield, Me.,
Supt F. & M. R y.

F. N. B E A L , Phillips, Me.,
Supt. S. R. R. R.

In The Great North Woods
Filled with shady nooks, cool lakes, charming re
treats,

sparkling

brooks

with

fish

and

game;

the

bracing air charged with the delightful odors of the bal
sam and the fir; pure, cold water everywhere, free from
contamination; the Maine Woods region offers facilities for
summti residences for the millionaire, the clerk, the bank
e r or the tired worker, the professor or the student, that
can scarcely be duplicated anywhere else in the world.
The Fishing Season opens in Maine in April for trout and salmon, and

THE

B IG

GAME

SEASON

opens October 1st, for Deer, and October 15th, for Moose in Maine and Septem
ber 15th for Moose, Caribou and Deer in New Brunswick.
I f the Spring Ennui or the Summer Fag is on you, ask the

M A IN E

CENTRAL

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT,

R A IL R O A D ,

R A IL W A Y SQUARE,

PORTLAND, UK.,

Where to go to be rid o f it.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen. Mgr.

Game Shipments.

F. E. BOOTHBY,
Gen’l Passenger Agoafc

“ Delightful Pamphlet.”

Our readers will get a little idea of
the popularity o f Ed Grant’s Fairy Tales
reports from the station agents at Carwhich we publish by reading the fol
rabassett, Bigelow, Phillips and Range- lowing:
in e W oods and W ood sm an Print.
In shooting at a deer that looks like ley showing that 188 deer h.xve been M aKindly
send me a copy of yoor delightivl
shipped
from
these
points
thus
far
this
pamphlet,
"Backwoods Fairy Tales,” for which 1
a calf, always aim so az tew miss it if
enclose
what
I am told is the proper amount.
it iz a calf and to nit it if it iz a deer. — season. Later we shall give the ship
Yours truly.
JOHN COLHMAM Anawa,
ments
in
full.
Josh Billings’ Almanac (1870.)
M

a in e

W

oods

has received partial

M AiN E

WOODS,

Science Vs. Luck.
H jw often one hears the unfortunate
angler remark on his return from a
Time For Receiving Copy Has Been Ex
day’s fishing, how it happened that j
tended From Dec. 1 to Dec. 18.
he lost the largest fish which is gen
Maine W oods will this year as usual erally credited to bad luck.
SPORTSMEN’S SHOW NUMBER.

DECEMBER

15,

Non-Resident
Hunting
Licenses!

1905.
S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L IE S

S P O R T S M E N 'S S U P P L IE S

Fisning is one o f the uncertain past- .
W e manufacture pleasure model and Guides’ model canoes. Attach Sponsons or pur in out-ofsight air chambers for buoyancy and safety. Write for our free descriptive catalogue.
times as the angler can not tell when a
Old Town, Maine.
Box 109,
a special number at the Boston Sports : fish is going to do busine-s till he ac- j
CARLETON CANOE COM PANY,
___
T H E ROD T H A T L E A D S .
man’s Show, at Mechanics’ Building, dually begins neither can he tell in
Write for application blank and have A. S. ARNBURG, - Rangeley, Maine.
F. E. Thomas, Manufacturer, Bangor, Maine.
Builder of Rangeley Boats. Write for prices.
Write for Catalogue.
|advance what size o f fish is going to j
aV e^m pS
December 25 to January 6.
S N O W S H O E S FOR SPO R T SM EN .
H. M. BARRETT, Weld, Maine.
It will be as full o f what sportsmen take the hoott. ihat is tne lucky entb changes to be observed,
Always first-class. No cheap work. $3.50 a pair.
o f the proposition. I f per chance the
E. Ellsworth Beach, Grand Lake Stream, Me.
Builder of Fine Cedar Boats
like as we know how to make it.
fish be an unusually large one and is A. W. M cL LA R \, Agent, Phillips, e.
lES'-Write for price list and descriptive Catalog.
Write an item for it.
|lost, that might be called the unlucky
'
— , <\ B. T H A T C H E R , 104 Exchange St., Bangor.
F IS H IN G RODS
of Canvas Canoes and Row Boats.
Advertising space $2.00 an inch.
and is it not natural for the largest fish hooked and while making his first | Manufacturer
New store on Rangeley Lake House
Rangeleyjnodels a specialty. _________
I to escape by either parting some o f the movement to escape,
Shall we have your advertisement.
y
Fishing Tackle,
Tackle, i giounds.
Lull and t>ee my line of
Fishing
BREECH
I I \ .l ^^Sportsmen’sSup- Rangeley Wood and Split Bamboo Rods.
To illustrate more fully the ad van t-, LOADING I
The time for receiving advertise tackle or unfastening itself from the
. . _ , , rv_^,
e. t. HOAR
hook.
ages o f such a r jel, we will suppose the ! Single,$3.50
Double, 6.75
stamp for catalog i
ments for the M aine W oods Sports
In many o f our inland waters which angler is fishing with tackle that would Powell & Clement Co.. 410 Main St., Cincinnati, O. Rangeley,
Maine.
men’s Show edition has been reopened h a v e been stocked with trout and land- not test out more than a two pound,
M
o
r
r
i
s
C
a
n
v
a
s
C
a
n
o
e
s
until Dec. 18. W e suggest, however, locked salmon the fish vary in size from j strain. By simple mechanism the ten
Unequalled in Strength. Beautiful in Finish, j
that all advertisers send their copy in a few ounces to ten or fifteen pounds. { sion can be set so that a fish when
hojked
can
not
put
a
strain
upon
the
at the earliest possible moment. All The first fish landed may be a moder
tackle o f more than two pounds, neither
OF
sending by Dec. 18 will receive inser ate sized trout. The next one seizing
Send for Circular of Special Indian Model.
the hook may be the largest salmon in can that strain be exceeded while reel
tions.
ing in the fish unless the tension ma B. N. MORRIS, - - Veazie, Maine.
the lake.
J. W. B r a c k e t t Co.
He
What follows? It is the commence chinery be moved by the angler.
Phillips, Maine, Nov. 1, 1905.
ment o f that often heard remark, “ I may however release the tension en there are many questions which are
The following have ordered space for lost the largest fish.” Suppose a little tirely and instantly increase it to twenty now being presented for consideration
By Express, $5.00.
science is injected into the circum pounds or more. Thus having adjusted and which will no doubt lead to a lively
the special edition:
stances surrounding the loss of the this reel to such requirements as tackle discussion. All who are interested are
Sandy River Railroad Co.
etc., it will remain as a fixed tension invited to attend the meeting, whether
The Fraser Hollow Spar & Boat Co. largest fish.
R. M. N A SO N ,
A few days ago it was my good luck at the point required until the angler they are membevs or not.
o f Greenport, N. Y.
to meet a gentleman of long and varied changes it for either greater or less j
Henry Romeike, New York City.
180 Exchange St., - Bangor) Me.
experience with the rod and gun.
In tension.
E. B. Woodward, New York.
Court
W
il.
Rrobably
Be
Lenient.
This is the scientific end o f th.s day’s
the course of our conversation I made
M. C. Rice Manoroe Co., Pa.
Chairman Carleton o f the commission
the remark that I did not hear anything fishing and if you hear your friend or a
Maine Central Railroad.
One Shot From Officer’s Rifle Brought
Well he stranger telling about the loss o f the of inland fisheries and game has re
Billings & Spencer Co., o f Hartford, about his losing a big fish.
Forest Giant to Death.
said there was nothing to hear.
The oig fish tell him to adopt science and ceived from Game Warden Ellsmere of
Conn.
Friends o f Deputy Sheriff Libby of
Washington county the particulars sur
Old Town Canoe Co., Old Town, Me. big ones that he caught required only a ess luck.
rounding the killing o f a cow moose, Bridgton will be pleased to read of his
H. Mortimer’s Gun Exchange and
the carcass of which arrived in Augus successful pursuit of a moose, as told
Repair, Boston.
ta Saturday afternoon.
From the in the Bridgton News as follows:
Maine Central railroad.
“ The head and hoofs o f the large
statement made by the warden, the
Portland & Rumford Falls railroad.
cow was evidently killed by mistake. moose shot recently in the northern
The Robert Clarke Co., Cincinati
The killing vas done by a gentleman game country by J. Frank Libby and
Onio.
from another state, who has been in which created so much interest among
Bangor & Aroostook railroad.
the habit o f coming to Maine during the Bridgton people, have been mount
George W. Young, Blaine, Me.
the hunting 'season for a number of ed and have been given a prominent
Robert Walker Front Brook Camps,
years.
He had, with some companions, place in the interior o f the Libby store,
Askwith, Maine.
: been in the woods for several weeks, where they are much admired by the
Wallace & Son, trained ferrets,
during which the others had secured customers and the ‘hangers on. ’
Lucas, Ohio.
“ This is the first moose ever shot by
some deer and gone home, but wishing
E. A. Strout Farm Agency, New
Mr.
Libby although he has been on
to
get
one,
himself,
he
remained
after
York and Boston.
many a hunting trip in the game re
the others had gone.
Henry J. Lane, Bingham.
Late one afternoon he ran across the gions and he is deservedly proud o f his
B. W. Readshaw, Buffalo, N. Y.
animal and mistaking it in the darkness trophies o f the chase.
John Cushman, Sherman, Me.
“ ‘ If I should haDpen upon one of
for a deer he shot and killed it. When
H. H. & H. E. Harlow, Dead River,
he found that it was a cow moose he at these animals,’ remarked the News
Me.
i once notified the warden what he had man to Mr. Libby, T should make for
E. H. Grose, Stratton, Me.
: done and the two got th^ carcass out o f the first tree in sight and I should not
H. G. Benson, Carrabassett Spring
the woods and it was sent to Mr. Carle attempt to overthrow that monarchy. ’
Farm, Carrabassett, Me.
“ I wasn’ t at all sorry,” replied Mr.
ton. Of course the violation o f the law
The Enterprise Mfg. Co., Akron,
Libby,
“ when I saw him down. He
will
have
to
be
punished,
but
consider
Ohio.
ing the circumstances which surround was rather ferocious looking when he
THE RECORD SALMON AND OTHER SALMON AT CLEAR W ATER POND CAMPS.
L. P. Sweet, Molunkus Lake, Me.
Detroit Engine works, Detroit, Mich. George H. McKenney, Portland; G. F. Lane, Guide; S. F. Clark, Portland; Mr. the case the court may be disposed to faced around after he had been hit.
“ Mr. Libby and his guide followed
be lenient.—Kennebec Journal.
Capt. F. C. Barker, Bemis, Me.
Gifford, T. H. Harding, Boston; M,ss Hattie Gay; C. F. Thorts, Portland.
th trail o f the large forest king for
A. F. Messelbach & Bro., New York.
about a mile and it was an exciting
Boston & Maine Railroad.
Strong Sporting Notes.
chase, for a moose can scent danger for
WILL MEET IN BANGOR.
passing notice, while the big ones that
H. W. Maifield, Bingham, Me.
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]
a long distance.and it was by no means
J. Lewis York, Loon Lake, Me.
he lost he said nothing about, not even
Maine Sportsmen’ s Fish and Game Asso
Strong , Dec. 12, 1905.
a foregone conclusion that he would re
H. H. Brockway, Ashland House, to his closest frier.d.
He did finally
ciation Convenes Jan. 2.
Mr. P. W. Mason has returned from turn home with him. When the animal
New York.
admit that he had lost some large fish
The next and 13th annual meeting o f a hunting trip up the line, bringing was first sighted within shooting dis
Kittridge & Coburn, Dead River Pond
in his day and that he had profited by the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game with him a good sized doe.
tance Mr. Libby put a ball into a vital
Camp3, Me.
spot in the animal but although fatally
it. It often set him to thinking, gen association will be held at Bangor, Jan.
O. H. Hersey, Esq., o f the Foster wounded he had a good deal o f fight
erally upon the reason of his failure to 2, 1906, at the Penobscot Exchange
hotel, for the purpose of electing offi Toothpick company, Portland, was in still left in him.
land the fish.
Phillips Hunters.
“ When hit he faced about on his pur
A fter a three quarters of an hour’ s cers for the coming year and for *ne town recently, en route for Carrabas
“ D r.” Doyen of Phillips, shot a fine
deer last Thursday. Next day Frank fight with a fresh run sea salmon, if transaction o f such other business as sett on a hunting trip. Tnat Mr. Her- suers with head swaying from one side
Calden and the doctor went out again the angler has the misfortune to lose may properly come before the meeting, say is a good hunter is proved by the to the other and with the hair on his
and Frank shot a very large deer |his fish, he generally sits down and puts The hour o f the meeting is 4 o’clock in two fine buck deer he shipped to his i back pointing toward the sky. He
must have been a formidable looking
which looked as if it might weight 350 on his theory cap in order to find some the afternoon and after the election of home at Deering Junction.
object and the hunters were pleased
pounds.
good excuse for his loss and to square officers has been completed and the re
Bernie True and Leon Smith were when he gave up the battle.”
Word
came
down
to
Curtis 1himself with himself, surely he has had ports of committees received, supper
Lawrence that a fox was in one o f j bad luck in losing his salmon even if it will be had, after which the convention lucky hunters last week, for Monday
will assemble at the club room o f the they each got a deer.
his traps last Friday. It is reliably were his o wn fault.
Andover Sporting Notes.
The largest fish are generally the hotel for a smoke talk and discussion of
stated that Curtis has sold seventy-five
[Special
correspondence to M a in e W o od s .]
They exert a heavier fish a ad game matters.
dollars worth o f fur this fad and has most powerful.
Mr. John B. Marble o f the Rangeley
A ndover , Dec. 12, 1905.
Tne
following
questions
have
been
strain
upon
the
hook,
leader,
line
and
about fifty dollars worth yet to sell.
Lake House has taken the house on the
We have two or three inches o f snow
rod. They also by value o f their su submitted as prominent subjects for
corner o f W est and Carleton streets, Dec. 10, which the wind blew in all di
perior strength bring a greater tension discussion:
rections. Dec. 11 two inches more fell.
A re any regulations needed regarding
L tely ootupied ^
on the spool o f the reel often finding it
Game Shipments.
J &
6 o f Mr. Dana. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
a light resistance to their mad rushes the carrying o f firearms into the hunt
The Porter brothers shot a fine deer
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]
Kendall (Miss Marble) will pass the
for liberty.
It is here where the ing sections o f the state during “ close
last week weighing over 200 pounds.
winter
with
Mr.*
and
Mrs.
Marble.
C a r r a b a s s e t t , Dec. 12, 1905.
science end comes in to play. The reel time?”
Arthur Lang, the barber, got a deer
Ought nonresidents be allowed to
Game shipments from Carrabassett should be one o f the instantaneous
a
few
days ago.
N
E
W
ADVERTISEM
ENTS.
changeable
tension
pattern
which
I
rej
carry
firearms
into
the
woods
in
‘
'open
Dec.
2,
station for the week ending
A fine buck was on the stage Dec. 11.
cently had the pleasure o f seeing and season,” without having first procured
1905:
New Shaw House.
It was very large with full-grown ant
which it seems to me will go a great a permit or license to hunt birds or
1 doe
P. D. Stubbs. Strong,
Portland & Rumford Falls railway.
2 does way in helping out the angler since the other game?
O. H. Hersey. Deering Jur.ction,
Morris canvas canoes, B. N. Morris, lers.
1 doe
Perley Jackson. Strong,
What, if any, changes are necessary Veazie, Me.
tension can be instantly adjusted to
P. W. Learned shot a fine rabbit the
2 bucks
M. J. Nevens, New York,
suitable requirements o f either a small in the “ close time” for fish and game, j
Cottages and lots for sale, J. Little- other day. He presented it to his
1 doe
P. W . Mason, Strong,
or large fish, after the fish has been
A large attendance is expected, for j field, Mercer, Me.
1 “
Allen Thompson, Kingfield,
grandson.
distribute free, ten thousand copies of

v jt
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The Best Wall Map
M A I N E

THE RAYMOND SYNDICATE, BOSTON,
O FFER

THE

MOST

CLOTHING o f every description,
Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases,
Football Goods.
Mail Orders receive careful attention.

COMPLETE

L IN E

OF

FISHING TACKLE in America,
A N D A T THE

LOW EST
352-354-356 W ashington Street,
31-33-35 H aw ley Street.

P R IC E S .

MAiMt,
S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L IE S

S P O R T S M E N 'S S U P P L IE S

WOODS,

DECEMBER

S P O R TSM E N ’S S U P P L IE S

15,
|

1905.
SPO R T S M E N ’ S S U P P L IE S

Game Shipments.
[Special Correspondence to M a in e W o od s .]

IS

The 1906
DUPONT

BRAND

----- O F ------

AMMUNITION

Will be sent you if you send us the brand name o f

Which

has

attained

Popularity

Because o f Superiority.

10 cents in

coin or stamps.
D istribution in Decem ber.
Im portant:

Give full name and street

M anufactured by
address.
U N IT E D STATES C A R TR ID G E COM PAN Y,

Send to

Lowell, Mass., U. S. A.

Advertising- Division,
E. I. DUPONT COMPANY,
Wilmington, Del.
____ I

A gun attachment which assures a quick and accurate
U
sight. It can be adjusted to
! \
any gun stock by the Sportsv
— man himself in five minutes.
Price $1.00. Send for descrip
tive illustrated circular with
F in d e r .
(Patented.)
testimonial.
THE El REKA SIGHT l-’ IN D EK <’().. Incorporated, 3417 M t. Pleasant St.. W ashington, I). ('.

The Eureka Sight

*

THE SPORTSMEN'S SHOW.

tusks, one o f which is twelve feet long
England Forest Fish and Game Association.
and weighs about 1500 pounds on New
exhibition.
These
tusks
are
considered
BOSTON W ILL GREET SPORTSMEN
to be o f great age but have only recent
FROM DEC. 25 TO JAN 6.
ly been excavated.
Mechanics' Building, Boston.
In addition to the wild birds and fowl December 25 to January 6.
The Big Show W ill be Held In Mechanics’
native in this country there will he a
Address
all
communications
to
Hall, Where a Real Trout Brook With co llection o f some o f the rare birds of
RICHARD E. FOLLETT, 2nd Vice President and Gen’ l Manager,
Live Trout, Beaver, Muskrat and Ot tropics. Th°re will be jungle fowl —
ter W ill be Seen, Also Implements the red, the gray and the green or Java Room 218, Pierce Bliuding, Copley Square,
Boston, Mass.
And
Dresses From Alaska. The fowl and many members o f the pheas
ant family but seldom seen in captiv
Send for Catalog of Tools, etc. ^
Wonderful “ Biograph Hunt” W ill be
ity.
Shown Each Day.
One o f the exhibits that will
attract much attention will be a pair
[Special correspondence to Maine Woods.]
o f buffalo calves raised in captivity
B oston , M ass , Dec. 11, 1905.
Boston has not had a Sportsmen’ s that have been trained to work. An
Show for a number o f years but there effort is being made to introduce these
will be one held in Mechanics’ Hall be animals on farms to take the place of
ginning Christmas Day and lasting i oxen as it is said that they are stronger
and quicker.
until Jan. 6.
The Sportsmen’s Show, which the
The show gives promise o f being on
New
England Forest Fish and Game
a far more magnificent scale than those
The Hunting Knife you have long been looking for. Blade drop-forged
of best tool steel, slides into the handle. Strong and reliable in operatian.
o f past years and the entire big build Association will give in Mechanics'
Building, beginning Christmas Day and
Also ncte the COMBINATION KNIFE AND SCREWDRIVERS.
ing will be occupied by exhibits.
Mention M a in e W ood s ,
In the great triangular exhibition extending over a period o f two weeks,
THE
BILLINGS
& SPENCER COMPANY,
Hartford, Conn.
bids
fair
to
far
outshine
any
previous
hall there will be a forestry exhibit
occupying the whole western wall efforts in this line. In addition to all
by law while the other is not. Is that a
ABOUT FOX HUNTING.
while along the eastern side will be the the exhibits gathered from almost
square deal for both classes o f hunters?
finest array o f aquaria ever seen in every clime on this continent, filling
Massachusetts Hunter Thinks That Foxes Oftentimes the fox is blamed for mis
Boston. In the middle o f the hall is to two great spacious halls, basements
chief he was never guilty of, for the
Should Be Protected.
be a big pond where the wat°r fowl and including the very valuable loan
[Special correspondence to MAINE W ood s .]
accuser loses sight of the fact that
exhibits
sent
by
the
United
States
will be located.
A running stream
W alth am , Mass., Dec. 12, 1905.
hawks, mink, skunks, weasels and
stocked with trout will supply this Government, a special feature will be
I saw in your last w eek’ s paper an house cats get their work in and the
made
this
season
o
f
Biograph
Hunt
pond and at its headquarters beaver,
item from a correspondent in Connecti fox is blamed for it all. Is that giving
otter and muskrats will be on exhibi pictures taken especially for this
cut asking you why you had left out of i the fox a fair show?
Sportsmen’s
Show
and
illustrated
talks
tion.
your paper the trapping news. He
The fox in general is called a keen,
A collection o f implements and i by such well known authorities as
says the foxes are plenty in his locality smart animal and I am sorry they al
Ernest
Seton
Thompson,
Homer
dresses from Alaska will form a most
and also says the fox hunters are cut low themselves to be decoyed to the
interesting exhibit.
Robes made o f Davnport with his cartoons, Howard
ting wire fences and if they don’ t keep trap by the rotten preparation put out
W.
Du
Bois
and
Frank
Chapman.
reindeer legs with more than 1400
shady they will get caught. I wonder for that purpose, but it seems to be a
It
will
be
possible
to
be
right
in
pieces in each robe, sewn with sinews
how he knows the fox hunters cut the fact, however. The fox trapper seems
Boston
during
the
Sportmen’
s
show
—robes made o f birds’ feathers, and
wire fences? He probably would not to lose sight of (he fact that quite often
and
view
fishing
and
hunting
scenes
an absolute collection o f stone stoves,
accuse them o f doing it if he had not an innocent dog stumbles into his trap
as
realistically
as
if
one
were
really
on
mammoth tusks,
etc, have
been
seen them and if he did see them why and perhaps stays there for hours suf
the
spot,
Lifelike
taking
of
trouts,
i
obtained for this show. There will be
have they got to keep shady or they fering with pain until he is found and
salmon,
deer,
quail,
moose
and
almost
a team of Esquimaux dogs and their
will get caught? I should think they in some cases never is found alive.
every
other
species
o
f
game
for
the
sledge which is twenty inches wide and
were already caught, or else he is ac
Give the fox a fair show and make
six feet long made o f sinews and the capture o f which man has a desire in
his heart have been captured by the cusing a fo x hunter of doing a thing laws to prevent his being decoyed to
jaw s o f whale.
that he knows nothing about. I must the trap and the fox-hunting fraternity
There will be soma wonderful ivory biograph and brought to Boston for
the edification o f those who attend the be right one way or the other; if I am o f New England will have plenty of
foxes to hunt for sport for generations
Sportsmen's Show in
Mechanics’ not I stand corrected.
T A X ID E R M IS T ?
Now one word about the trapping of to come. That is just what we fox
Building.
Those who have attempted to foxes. As long as it is lawful to trap hunters want. Let’ s hear from the
TH E S. L. CRO SBY CO., “ shoot” game big or little with the them I presume it will be done, but the next man on either side.
W. B. Stone .
camera, realizing the difficulty o f get sooner our game law-makers pass a law
L eading Taxiderm ists o f
ting even one good exposure, have to prohibit the trapping o f foxes the
A m erica.
Never Touched Her.
predicted that it would be an utter sooner the fox-hunting fraternity will
W o r c e s t e r , Dec. 9, 1905.
Maine. impossibity for a biograph to obtain be happy. I f this business is allowed
Bangor,
to continue the fox hunter will wake To the Editor o f M a in e W o od s :
whole
sets
o
f
perfect
plates.
But
it
Chas. L. Harnden, Agent, Rangeley.
has been done and at the preliminary up some fine morning and find the fox
When I was a boy o f fourteen while
Send for Price List.
___________
• ____________ __ exhibition given the other night at the as scarce as the buffa[o on the western eating my breakfast one morning my
Copley Square Hotel it was agreed that Jplains.
younger brother run into the house
N A S H OF
M A I N E . a more perfect set o f films on auy sub- j Why should not the fox be protected pretty excited and said a henhawk had
from the pot hunters trap as the moose, just come down among the hens in the
ject has never been seen in Boston.
Licensed Taxidermist,
Spectators forgot where they were deer and game birds are from the hun potato field back o f the garden. I
NORW AY,
M AINE. |as they watched the lifelike reproduc ter’s gun in close season? Everyone made for the gun before my father
Branch at Haines Landing May to tion o f a sportsman landing speckled knows that wild game, such as moose, had time to think of it, I slipped out
beauties, and the old hands in the deer, etc., is protected by law simply to o f the back door, run to the garden
October 20. Gold Medal on both Fish
audience actually imagined themselves give them a chance to increase in num fence, and there stood Mr. Hawk on
and Game at W orld’ s Fair, St. Louis. to be on the scene as the tracking down ber so the hunters will find in open sea
a good sized hen aby.it th irty-five
Inventor o f the famous Mezzo style and shooting o f a lordly moose was son his pet game in plenty. Now then, yards away. A quick careful aim and
while it is always open season to hunt he tumbled o ff—a dead hawk. The hen
portrayed by the moving pictures.
of mounting fish*
These moving pictures will be on the fox there will always be plenty of run for the barn. A careful examina
exhibition every day and evening at them for the fo x hunter to hunt, but tion o f the hen showed that the hawk
the Sportsmen’ s Show, which opens at not if the pot hunter is allowed to had not hurt her much and not a shot
the Mechanics’ Building on Christmas keep up his deadly work with the trap. had touch her.
Of course we all know the trapper of
A. B. F. K inney .
Day.
________________
the fox does it for the dollars there is
We are constantly ^making estimates
Carrabassett Hunters.
in it and not fo r sport and if the price
B u ck S h o t.
for printing o f various kinds. The re
(Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .)
o f a prime red fox was but 50c in the
sult is that we get.our share o f the big
Mr. E. A. Huntoon, Mr. George fur market you would not hear very
S p r in g F a r m , C a r r a b a s s e t t ,
jobs as well as the small, and we have Pooler and Mr. Edward Pooler of L is-; much about fo x trappers. Why should
Dec. 11, 1905.
grown to feel that nothing is too large bon Falls have been deer hunting on he be allowed to do it any more than to
Hunting has been excellent here this
for us to print.
W e. like to get up the Kennebago road beyond Rangeley. kill moose, deer and game birds for the fall and at this writing is very good.
small business cards.
Big catalogues They got a nice 8-point buck.
Among the recent prominent arrivals
market for profit?
are also in our line, injfact big or little,
One might say the fox was a destruc are the following:
anything that can bel printed by any
F. A . Emery, vice president and treasurer of
Two Papers, $1.50.
tive animal an< a nuisance to the farm
the Maine and New Hampshire Granite Co.; J. E.
body anywhere, can be done right heret
ers,
but
are
they
any
more
so
tha
i
the
M a in e
W oods
readers who want
Murphy, Portland, president and general man
There are many reasons why the people
to subscribe for M a i n e W o o d s m a n , our deer? I doubt if one farmer would say ager; G. E. Monroe, superintendent: W R. Tobin,
who read this should have us do th sil
weekly local paper, can have it at 50 they were, unless he was a fox trap head carpenter; James H. Raymond, draftsman
and paymaster: Dana O. Coolidge, sheriff Frank
work.
cents a year in addition to their M a i n e per. Is it a hard matter for a farmer lin county, Farmington: R. N . Spaulding, Jay
to
protect
his
chickins
from
the
fox,
W o o d s subscription.
This makes both
and A. W . Hall, Portland.
J. W. BRACKETT COr,
but is it not much harder to protect his
These gentlemen are now hunting here and are
papers cost only $1.50 a year.
crops from the deer? One is protected having good success.
M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips, Me.
Phillips,
•
Maine

S P O R T S M A N ’S

PRINTING TALK

Bigelow , Dec. 11, 1905.
Game shipments from Bigelow fo r
week ending Dec. 9,1905:
N. B. Taylor, Portland, Me.,
J. B. Pearn, Boston, Mass.,

CALENDAR

the pow der you shoot and

THE

SHOW,

1 buck
2 “

Madrid Sporting.
(Special correspondence to M a in e W ood s .)
M a d r i d , Dec. 12, 1905.
John Brown and Percy Roberts o f
Farmington were recent hunters here.

Cow Moose Sold.
A cow moose, which was shot by
mistake in Washington county, last
week, was, today sold by the fish and
game department. The purchaser was
C. Emerson Brown, chief taxidermist
and collector o f the Boston Society o f
Natural History and the exhibit will
be used ir. the New England collection.
The specimen was a good one and
1weighed 650 pounds.

OKLAHOMA BUFFALO RANCH
Success of ‘“Pawnee B ill” in R aisin g
the N early Exterm inated
A n im als.
Some three or four years ago Pawae*
Bill bought up all the loose buffalo ob
tainable and declared that he would
raise buffalo meat lor the market. Th«
buffalo ranch has been a success, aa
there is now a large Punch of as fine
young buffalo as ever was seen being
cornfed, and tiiey will be slaughtered
and shipped east for the holiday irade,
reports the Pawnee Courier-Dispatch.
An experiment of crossing the buffa
lo with Galloway cattle will be made,
which should bring an animal far sur
passing the genuine buffalo, as the
Galloway animal is of itself very hand
some, with a long silky coat and •
i kindly disposition, which should tem
per the fiery disposition of the genuine
buffalo, as well as improve the color
of the robe.
The average price per
pound of buffalo meat is about $1.25—
(he loin and short ribs bringing $1.50
per pound--while the plate and stew
; bring one dollar. The robe brings $75;
i the head, when mounted, readily bring
$75 to $150 each, according to size and
quality. Roth the hea^ls and robes arg
very handsome when taken at this sea
son of the year, as they then havg
their heavy winter coat.
Oklahoma in years past was the par
adise of the buffalo. Here is where tha
heaviest growths of buffalo grass ara
found, which to the buffalo is equal to
j the richest timothy to our domestic
animals. Pawnee B ill’s ranch lies la
'he heart of this excellent range, and
I fie lias proved beyond a doubt that tha
! buffalo can be raised for slaughter at
I a profit.
W O R S T

O F

T H E

B U R D E N .

This Tiiecl W om an W a s Obliged to
Run H er H usband as W e ll as
the Farm.
“ I was recently riding along a hot,
dusty road,” said a cyclist, according to
Ihe New York Press, ‘‘and becoming
; tired and thirsty stopped at a farm
house for a rest and a drink of water.
As I sipped the cold, refreshing liquid
1 the woman of the house, who had fivg
children playing about her, was com
plaining of being overworked.
“ ‘I run this here whole farm .’ she
said, in a tone which indicated that
she was ready to resign.
“ ‘How many acres have you?’ I InI quired.
“ ‘A hundred and forty— 20 in w’heat,
60 in corn. 10 in medder and paster an*
the balance in woods.’
“ ‘Got any stock?’
“ ‘Ten head of cattle, six hogs and
work critters for the place.’
“ ‘And you run the whole businessT*
“ ‘Indeed I do; every hide and hair of
| it,’ she sighed.
“ ‘Don’t you hire some help?’
“ ‘Of course: but ’tain’t hired help
that takes the load often one’s body.'
“ ‘Haven’t you got a husband ?’ I asked,
sympathettically.
“ ‘Yes,’ she responded, very slow lyj
‘but I have to run him. too.’ ”

W A N T S , FO R S A L E , ET C .
Price i cent a word each insertion*
Stamps or cash with order.
W A N T S.
A N T E D —A small fa,rm or camp in the state
of Maine. Address the M a in e W oods In
formation Bureau, Phillips, Maine,

W

FO R S A L E .
U'OR S A L E —Cottages and lots on Belgrade
lakes. Nice chance for summer boarding,
also lumber for building. Apply to J. Littlefield.
Mercer, Me.
f^A M P SUPPLIES for sportsmen, carefully
packed for transportation. Send for pricea.
S. S. Pierce Co.. Tremont and Beacon Sts., Boston
p A M P FOR S A L E .—A public fishing and hunting camp in a desirable location—a money*
maker for sale. J. W . Brackett, Phillips, Me.
__ SALE OR EXCH ANG E-C ornet. 16 “ ga-*
FOR
Agun, 32 revolver, Stevens Favorite. Want
rifle or Hammerless gun. Box 164, Deerfield*
Mass.
U 'OR S A L E —One pen of Full Blooded Tekt*
T
Ducks for breeding purposes, consisting o f f
ducks and 3 drakes- These are the finest birds t t
be seen in this part of the state and will be sold
cheap for cash or desirable exchange. Addraag
at once, Walter E. McLain. New Vineyard. Me.
R AN G ELE Y L A K E COTTAGE LOTS. V e rt
desirable. Rangeley Cottage Co. Enquire of £U
M. Burrows, Rangeley Lake House, Rang sla y.«
J. W . Brackett, Phillips, Me.

M AINE

MAINE

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S , M A IN E .
J. W.

B rackett Com pany,

Publishers.

T he editor o f the Bangor Daily News
deplores the scarcity o f tomcods and
says a man can live on them almost as
cheaply as he can live on his w ife ’s
relatives.

J. W . BRACKETT, Editor and Manager.

T he Bangor & Aroostook Railroad
has issued two very tasty calenders,
copies of which have been received by
$1.00 a Year.
Issued Weekly.
M a in e W o o d s .
The cuts are printed
M a in e W oods solicits com m unications and fish in brilliant colors and represent sport
and game photographs from its readers.
ing scenes. One is a big game scene
When ordering the address of your paper
in
which two sportsmen appear with
changed, please give the old as well as new ad
their canoe on the shore o f the lake.
dress.
If you want it stopped, pay to date and say so.
A big bull moose is stepping into' the
S M a in e W oods Information Bureau gives infor water and one of the sportsmen has a
mation on Summer Resorts and Fishing and
“ bead” on him and appears to be
3hooting. Boston office, 147 Summer St., with
determined to lodge a bullet just back
Boston Home Journal.
o f the shoulder.
The other scene
This Edition of Maine Woods 7,550.
represents a fishing party. A lady in
a canoe is being paddled by her guide
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1905.
and is in the act o f reeling in a fish
which is being netted by the guide.
CLARENCE E. CALDEN Associate M’g ’r.

Commissioners

of

Inland Fisheries and

Game of the State of Maine.
L. T. C a r l e t o n , Chairman, Augusta,
J. W . B r a c k e t t , Phillips,
E. E. R in g , Secretary, A ugu sta.
SUPERINTENDENT OF HATCHERIES.
W . E. B e r r y , Winthrop.
STATE FISH HATCHERIES AN D NAM ES OF
SUPERINTENDENTS.

It is not generally known that there
is a United States law prohibiting the
use o f guns by aliens.
The section o f
the penal code relating to this matter
is found in section 409, and reads as
follows: “ No person not a citizen o f
the United States shall have or carry
firemans or dangerous weapons in any
public place at any tim e.”
This law

Lake Auburn, J. F. Stanley, Supt.,East Auburn- j w a g e n a c ^e(j f or
express purpose o f
aribou, Grant Hinds, Supt., Caribou: Sebago j
. , ....
,.
Lake Hatchery, C. L. Floyd, Supt., Raymond; P i t t i n g a stop to the illegal killing Of
Rangeley Lakes Hatchery, Arthur Briggs, Supt., I song birds by unnaturalized foreigners,
Oquossoc; Carleton Brook Feeding Station,
A. : many o f whom are not familiar with
Whiting, Supt., Winthrop; Monmouth Hatchery , our laws.
Five song bird potters
A . W . Wilkins, Supt., Monmouth: Moosehead
were recently arrested near Bronx
Lake Hatchery, F. E. Hitchings, Supt., Green
In their
ville Junction; Enfield Hatchery, A. J. Darling, Park in New York city.
Supt., Enfield.
! possession were found twenty-nine

Cash In Advance.

robins, two indigo birds, five thrushes,
a grosbeak and a catbird; and evidence
seemed to show that they had regaled
themselves on several other birds,
cooking them over a fire kindled in the
woods.

M a in e W oods will be on a cash in
advance basis on January 1, 1906. All
papers not paid for in advance before
that date will be discontinued and the
amounts due collected.
J . W. B r a c k e t t C o .,
Phillips, Maine.
M a i n e W o o d s Sportsmen’s s h o w nura
----- ---------------------------------her and other editions that are com
N e v e r carry your gun cocked while ing along soon, will have some very in
walking n the woods and never pull i t 1terestirg reading matter.
There will
over a fence or stonewall after you.
be one by Border on, “ Hunting Around
----------- j---------------------------Franklin County Yean> Ago. ”
W. T.
W e hope that the rumor that wolves Ashby of Caribou contributes a very
have returned to Maine will prove un interesting “ Indian D e d l” story.
A
true. We cannot use wolves to a good well-known angler writes about “ Fish
advantage in this state.
and .the Kind o f Reels to use.”
A
Rumford Falls lady contributes a very
I n West Virginia it is proposed to interesting article entitled “ December
provide additional fire protection by in Maine.” H. B. Brown o f Farmingenacting a law in the state making all ton h°s a good thing on “ General Game
logging contractors responsible for fires T o p ic s /’ Tnd a young lady who has had
started by their men.
a great deal o f experience in the woods
writes about, “ Women in Camps. ” A.
M r s . S a m u e l B o o t h b y o f North
H. Rosengarten of Philadelphia, who
Saco is credited with having captured a
has been in New Foundland, caribou
big hen-hawk that was about to carry
hunting du.ing the past fall, has writ
off one o f her hens.
If the story is
ten us about it and furnished pictures
true, Mrs. Boothby is to be congratu
with the story. These artic.es are all
lated on her pluck.
up to date and well worthy o f being
D ou btless
th ere
is considerable read by M a i n e W o o d s subscribers.

sentiment at the present time through
out Maine in favor o f changing the
open time on moose so shooting will be
gin Oct. 15 and close Nov. 15 and the
deer season from Oct. 1 to Dec. 1.
It
is agreed that this change would save
game from the market hunters.

P r o po r tio n a t e l y , as many, if not
more deer have been killed in N ew
Hampshire this fall than in the state
of Maine. The two commissioners in
the lower part o f the state have issued
310 non-resident licenses, and it is
expected that nearly as many more have
been granted in the north country.
The number of residents o f the state
T h e R u m f o r d F a l l s T im e s s u g g e s t s
who have taken deer in New'Hampshire
that the people living in the vicinity o f sjnce the season opened, and which
Byron hold their puoperty as some o f 1lasts until December 1, is very large,
the farms are supposed to be in a There is a growing feeling in Maine
“ gold belt.” There is no question at that the deer business is being over
done there, especially as it relates to
all but there is considerable gold around the summer tourists, many o f whom,
Byron but we have an idea that the it is alleged, take their guns into the
people in that vicinity can make more woods before the season opens, and
money taking summer boarders than kill their “ lamb” or “ mutton” for
camp use.
More hunters have gone
they could possibly get digging gold.
into Maine this fall and returned
empty handed than before in years,
O n e o f the interesting stories that and the reason cannot altogether be
■
Mirror
has been published by a New York j ascribed to the dry tracking,
paper is about
two
enterprising and Farmer. N. H
We do not doubt the accuracy o f
brothers in Maine’ s back woods who, as
the story goes, are making a good the Mirror and Farmer’s statements
thing by faking up pictures o f sports in regard to New Hampshire. It is
men and game. The sportsmen who true that s01^6
Ike summer sports
figure in the pictures are men who have men take rifles and ammunition into
been so unfortunate as not to have the woods and kill deer. But this
secured a deer this year. The pictures aPPhes to New Hampshire also, to
are to show to their friends.
our certain knowledge. So far as we
--------------------------------------i are able to judge, more sportsmen
T h e time is fast appioaching when have visited Maine during the present
every Maine farmer must be economi- j deer shooting season than ever before,
cal in regard to the way he handles his |also a larger proportion than ever
woodlot. There is a right way to do |before, have succeeded in getting their
everything and the care o f the woodlot deer.
is not an exception to the rule.
The ;
•
Mr. I. W. Greene who recently
right way, moreover, is often quite
simple, the good results which follow moved to Gardiner from Coplin was in
being out o f all proportion to the time town recently. Mr. Greene was a resi
or labor expended. Too many wood- dent o f Coplin 31 ye.^rs and will be
lots are simply neglected and by far much missed by visitors to Greene’s
the greater number of them are mis Farm where he has been proprietor of
used for want o f foresight or a true a very popular summer resort for many
years.
appreciation o f their value.
M r. W. H. B r o w n s o n , editor o f the |
----------------------------------journal o f the Maine Ornithological j F. P. Ewer o f Bangor, junior men>
society, says in his bird notes around j ber o f Wood and Ewer, proprietors of
Portland, that Northern Shrikes are “ The Fashion” died at his home on
more plentiful this fall than for years; Friday o f last week. F. P. Ewer was
Virginia Reel are scarce; short-eared a brother o f Mr. Ewer the artist who
owls are plentiful; the Grassbirds is well known at the Rangeley Lakes.
(Pectoral Sandpipes) are scarce; Snow
Buntings have been seen and Snowy W HER E TO GO HUNTING.
Ask Maine W oods Information Bureau for
Owls are plentiful.
circulars and particulars. Phillips, Maine.

WOODS,

DECEMBER

Individual Championship o f the
State o f New Jersey at Targets was
won by Mr. F. c! Bissett, South
River, N. J., with a score o f 46 out
o f 50, shooting.

15,

1905.

N EW H OU SE

BEAR

TRAPS

No. 50 for small bear, weight 11 1-4
lbs., spread of jaws, 9 inches.
No. 150 with offset jaws weight 11
1-4 lbs., spread of jaws 9 inches.
No. 5 common black bear weight
19 lbs., spread of jaw s 11 3-4 inches
No. 15 for large bear weight 19 lbs.
spread of jaws. 11 3-4 inches.

N E W SCH U LTZE.
Mr. F. C. Bissett and Mr. Ed. F.
Markley of Easton, Pa., tied for 1st
amateur average, 140 out o f 150,
both shooting

These traps have a world-wide
reputation and are absolutely guar
anteed. They have stood the test
fcr 50 years.

N E W SCH U LTZE.

Every genuine Newhouse trap is
stamped

Mr. J. F. Pleiss o f Easton, Pa.,
won 2d amateur average, 135 out
o f 150, shooting

S.

NEWHOUSE

ON E IDA COMMUNITY

N E W SCH ULTZE.

N.

Latlin & Rand P ow der Co.
New York City.

Y ..

MANUFACTURED BY

O N E ID A

C O M M U N ITY ,

LTD.

Branch Factory: Niagara Falls. Ontario, Can.

Oneida,

N.

Y.

Address all communications to Dept. L.

Hunt.rs at Kingfield.
[Special correspondence to M a in e W ood s .]

K in g f ie l d ,

H O T ELS AND CAM PS

H O T E L S A N D C A M PS.

Dec. 12, 1905.

Mr. C. R. Vose has just returned to
town after a successful hunting trip in
Lexington, near Sandy. Stream.
Mr.
Vose secured a fine spike horn buck
during the week's hunting trip.
Waldo Hunt, a young man o f four
teen summers, shot an eight point buck
last Wednesday while driving from
New Portland. Master Hunt got the
deer without having to alight from the
sleigh and naturally felt quite proud of
his achievement.
Skating on the river is the best this
fall in years.
Every afternoon and
evening crowds of cur young people,
with an occasional person o f older
growth are seen gliding over the glassy
surface.
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King and Bartlett Camps, 2,000 feet

Pleasant

Island

Camps,

Cupsuptic Lake, Maine.
P. O. Address, Haines Landing, Me.

above sea level, unexcelled trout and
salmon fishing, individual cabins, open
wood

fires

excellent

cuisine,

ural lithia spring water,
scenery.

nat

magnificent

Renew your health in the

balsam-laden air o f Maine’ s ideal resort.

Pickford’s Camps
The only public Log Camps on

R angeley Lake,

Maine.

One mile from Rangeley Villagements to families for .the season.

Induce

HENRY E. BICKFORD.

Address,
Send Us Hunting Stories.

H A R R Y M. PIE R C E ,
King and Bartlett Camps,
Eustis,

-

-

Maine.

Our readers are requested to send us
hunting stories. There are plenty o f
things to write us.
Tell us where you
go and what you see. Address, M a in e
W o o d s , Phillips, Maine.

Talk About Game

The Bangor & Aroostook Co., have
TH E W IL D E R N E S S B E C K O N S
issued a circular that reads as follows:
at this season of the year, and KINEO is its gateway —COME! The finest trout fish
“ Talk about your big game records!
ing in the world, big game in plenty, a net work of lakes and streams, a wild, free,
Look at this for northern Maine. For
outdoor life in crisp pure air and glorious sunshine are its attractions.
We make a
November, 1905: 2,187 deer, 86 moose,
specialty of completely outfitting campers, canoeists, fishermen and hunters.
Write for information,
15 bear. Nothing so very ‘ tame’ about
THE MOUNT KINEO HOUSE. C. A . J u d k in s , Manager, Kineo, Maine.
that, is there? Here’s a highly inter
esting comparison!
Oct., Nov., 1904.
Oct., N ov., 1905.
Deer shipped, 2,904
3,728
Moose
“
163
167
Bear
“
20
29
H untington Avenue and E xeter Street.
‘ And still the woods are full o f 'em. ’
Tell your hunter friends.
Headquarters for the New England Forest Fish and Game Association and
C. C. B r o w n ,
for Sportsmen in general. A high-class, modern house, convenient to the busi
Gen’ l Pass’r A gen t.”
ness centers.
One block from Boston & Albany Huntington Avenue Station.
Every room has a long distance telephone. Check baggage to Back Bay or
Huntington Avenue Station.
Candle In Gun.
AMOS H. W HIPPLE, Proprietor, Boston, Mass.
Somebody had told Mr. Finkenbinder
tnat a tallow candle, placed in the bar
rel of a shotgun, could be fired through
—-----------a barn door as easily as if it were a
bolt o f steel.
Having a little leisure on his hands,
SaUU.
<$Ti
he determined to put the matter to the
•
.
v
-V
-'V
U
’u’
.
l;.v
?r
L;/
u\---test.
Taking a position a few feet from
Svwcu
^ Ti^a
his barn he cocked the gun, aimed at
the center o f the pine door, pulled the
trigger and the gun went off with a
deafening roar.
The result was startling.
About 60 in all, from a brother on the
It is painful to have to record the
*“ other side, to one on this,” from
fact that the candle did not pierce the
Northern, Central and Southern Europe,
door.
Russia, Italy, Egypt, etc., as those lands
All it did was to make a horrible
were seen through eyes unconventionally
smear o f tallow over the door and
focused. By FR A N C IS I. M A U L E .r
everything else in the immediate
neighborhood, Mr.
Finkenbinder in
“ Only Letters” is not a “ work of genius,”
most distinctly not, and is not easily confuscluded.
able with books under suspicion as such,
How his wife came screaming out o f
but society is by no means a unit in pro
the house to learn what dreadful thing
nouncing it “hoplessly dull.” “Absent
had happened, how he told her, sulkily,
while scraping the soft tallow off his
treatment” will be furnished by mail to
clothing, to go back and attend to her
cases of aroused curiosity that send a
own business, and how she insisted on
$ 1.00 bill and 5# 2-cent stamps to the
helping him—all, this, perhaps, should
author at 406 Sansom St., Philadelphia.
be left to the imagination as belonging
to the domain o f the home, whose
sacred precincts no man has a right to
invade for the purpose of dragging the
F F F F J
II
F P F F f A M odest Suggestive N ovelty
intimate details o f its daily life into the -L J- v - L i - L i •
II
_L -L v - E i - L i •
-------------------------------------s r m i iSEN
« i nDf N
s
60TCENTS
(stamps taken) for
cold, pitiless light o f publicity.
a beautiful Trout
It remains true, nevertheless, that
Fly Watch Charm
Ten^Mile
to be ?ent to your
you can shoot a tallow candle through 26.'
#
address prepaid.
A perfect trout fly
a barn door.
Am erican
enclosed
between
If you keep the door open. —Chicago
glass crystals and
surrounded
by guar ■
Tribune.
an teed gold plated

COPLEY

SQUARE

HOTEL,

“ ONLY LETTERS”

a c c id e n t a l

band.
Given free for twe
t u b s c r ip t io n s t
Maine W oods ac
companied by $£.M
One of the above
must be a new •ab
acriber.
M AIN E
WOODS
Phillips. Me
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IN T H E G A M E SEA SO N ,

Camp and Hotel Printing.
BY JOHN FRANCIS SPRAGUE.

Everybody should have one o f these
handy little Pedometers to tell the dis
that has ever been published. A tance they walk after game or for
pleasure.
neat and attractive booklet. Sent to
Pay $1.00 on your subscription and
send in with it one new subscription to
any address for 20c. Address
M a i n e W o o d s and w e will send you one
ten mile Pedometer.
The regular selling price o f the Pe
M A IN E WOODS,
dometer is $1.00.

The best treatise on this subject

Phillips,

Maine. M AINE WOODS, -

Phillips, Maine.

There is nothing like arranging foi
your printing early. The season of 190(
will be on before we realize it and wt
can’t make a mistake by getting ar
idea of how to la y o u t next sea
son’s printing. Special prices and spe
c ia l arrangements for camp and hote
onnting. We know w h a t you need foi
:«ta.
J . W. B r a c k e t t Co.,
M

a in s

W

oods.

P h illip s . M e.

M AINE

DEAD RIVER DAYS.
“ HACKLE” AND

OTHER

KINDS

OF

LURES USED BY SPORTSMEN.
Moose Calls That Brought Game and the
Rifle That Also Brings it Down at
First Shot.
P h i l a d e l p h i a , P a .,

Dec. 12, 1905.

To the Editor o f Ma in e W o od s .

WOODS,

pECEM BER

15,

less attractive, I would have wandered *
BEARS, PANTHERS, WOLVES,
on despite the abund mce o f fish and
game, but genial Jim Harlo.v made an 1
BRUIN IS A NATURAL BOXER AS
ideal host, with a cow in camp, a good
WELL AS A HUGGER.
vegetable garden and Mrs. Norcross to
cook (may I live to enjoy more o f her
Dogs Do Excellent Work but One Is Killed
cream cakes) there was no adequate i
by a Sinewinder From an Enemy.
reason for going elsewhere. During
(BY BORDER.)
the September moon I called moose,
and had numerous answers, bringing
It was in the year o f 1851 that the
one large bull moose down almost into writer .vas 21, a period in one’s life
camp. I had the haunts o f several when he can feel for the first time
located and hoped to get a shot at a that he is his own master and that
good head, but home affairs required there are no restraints or restrictions
attention, forcing me to leave camp placed upon him and that he is person
just prior to the opening o f the moose ally responsible for all his doings.
season.
I was anxious to do something for
Aside fi^m the actual life o f the myself, so the following winter I se
woods and yet a vital part o f it, was cured a winter school in an adjoining
the chance comradeship o f the men o f town and a music class in the village
the woods and of those who like my in the same town. A fter a successful
self were guests there. True men, term o f both I received an invitation
good sportsmen, one and all. A night from an older brother to accompany
or so around the camp fire, a day or him to New York to visit the Crystal
two in the same canoe, cemented palace, also a-brother that had settled
friendship as years o f city or cluo life at Chatham, Four Corners, New York
could not do. The warm hospitality o f 1state. It was quite a railroad center
many a fireside, the cordial invitation and business place.
to “ pitch in” to many a well cooked
In due time we arrived at his home
mess o f trout or venhon, the great and greatly surprised him by our pres
game dinner o f “ The Big F our,” (bet ence. My brother was a contractor
ter men never pulled trig er or cast a and builder and carried on a large busi
fly) all leave tender memories that will ness. The next day he asked me to go
never fade.
with him out in the country about two
Often during the quiet hours o f a miles where he was taking a few men
winter even ng, sitting before the with him to commence a job.
home or club fireplace, will their faces
On arriving at the farm I found the
flash out and numerous toasts will I family consisted o f an aged man his
drink to them in reverent silence. son and wife. Frederick Parker was
H ere’ s to them, “ their health and their the only gentleman’s name and as soon
fam ilies’ health. May they all live as he heard that I was a Maine boy he
long and prosper, ” and may I again said he was born in Harpswell, Maine,
find them crossing my trail in the dear and his parents moved to New York
old state o f Maine.
and settled near the Catskill mountains
P . C. K i r k b r i d f .i*
when he was a boy.

The breaking up of the ice, the bud
ding forth o f the spring flowers all he
sounds and scents of the new life o f the
waterways and woodland trails o f the
gamelands of Maine unite in the “ Call
o f the Wild” so well known to all lov
ers o f sport with rod and gun. Faintly
it reached me in early May, calling,
calling, calling, but as May gave way
to June the whisper became an irre
sistible command, so the month’ s end
found me with rods and rifles bound for
what I planned to be an extended jaunt
through northern Maine.
A beautiful sea trip from New York
to Portland got me fairly started, but
not until the quaint narrow gauge rail
road vrom Farmington up was reached
did I realize that once more was I in
the woods. In days gone by I have
tramped through Alpine scenery and
over the mountain trails o f Switzerand, but never did they give the thrill
o f keen delight which the first glimpse
o f the mountains o f Maine gave me.
teach in g Carrabassett, the railway
was left behind and a stage took me up
and up through the twilight o f a soft
summer evening to the picturesque
Ledge House. A fox darting across
the road caused the first twitching o f
the trigger finger I had felt for long
months.
Early the next morning a short drive
brought me to the bank o f the Dead
SECURES SOME TROPHIES.
River, where I once again experienced
the thorough contentment o f quietly Worcester Sportsman Delighted With His
slipping along in a canoe. The first
Trip to Maine.
ator. v as at the Black Brook Camps
W o r c e s t e r , M a s s . , Dec. 5, 1905.
and it proved to be the last
T o the E ditor o f M a in e W o o d s :
Wno can describe the charm o f tha.
Knowing that the experiences o f a
Dead River region? The beauty o f its hunting trip are always interesting to
scenery, witn Mr. Bigelow tower.ng in th- average hunter and in compliance
the background, the many streams and with your oft repeated request to send
ponds teeming with trout, the forest in hunting stories, I a n only too glad to
trails where game is always to be seen, have an opportunity to express my en
all bewitch the senses not unlike the tire satisfaction witn the proceedings
odor o f some subtle perfume.
during a recent trip to Round Mountain
A week lapidly stretched into wo Lake Camps in Franklin county, the
then into a month and then time was natural beauties o f which are only
forgotten, as were all t.’.oughts o f g o  equaled by the genuine hospitality and
ing elsewhere.
Each day he d its the best of good cheer that s dispensed
pleasures. Long tramps through tue by the proprietor. Mr Dion C. Blackwoods where the startled deer bounded well and his most estimable wife, both
away and the young partridge, little o f whom are most fortunate in the pos
brown balls, scurried into the bushes, session o f that cheerful disposition
picturesque canoe trips up a id down wrhich makes the life o f the ‘ ‘Stranger
the Dead river, everywhere interesting within their gates” one o f unlimited
shots with the camera and abundant pleasure, and after a w eek’s residence
promise o f shots with the rifle when in one o f the dozen or more cozy litt’e
log camps amid this beautiful scenery,
the iawr gave its permission.
Basin pond, Fish pond, the Otter had I not been ooliged to return home
ponds and many nameless streams for Thanksgiving I should have been
yielded their wealth o f trout. Here content to remain indefinitely or at
during the close, sultry days o f Juiy least until the close o f the hunting sea
and August, at high water and low wa son.
The hunting in this vicinity is o f the
ter, on bright days and on dull ones,
there was always some fly that ap best and had I been so inclined I co .Id
peared to be just what the speckled have returned with my full quota of
beauties were longing for. Day after game after three days at Round Moun
day I filled my creel long before the tain. On]my arrival at Eust.s where
day was done and ever on a fly ; never one is always glad to be greeted by
failing to get all the fish wanted and mine host Sargent's pleasant sm le, I
never having to resort to the squirming was met by my guide, Mr. George
Hennigar there, whom there are none
“ Garden H ackle.”
The little black gnat, “ The Profes who know the business o f deer h^ntsor” and kindred sombre flies were i ig any better than he and as he is an
successful all through the hot weather. untiring worker there is no danger o f
With the coming o f crisp September anything getting away that ought to he
days the Silver Doctor, Red Ibis and shot.
Before leaving the hotel my direc
tht brighter flies were the most con
sistent killers. On one br.ght Septem tions from George were to shoot any
Befo e 10
ber day between 1 and 3 o ’clock o f a thing that was running.
cloudless afternoon I took 14 doubles, o ’clock l had carried out his orders and
28 trouc for 14 casts is surely splendid the result was a good buck and a part
ridge and this streak o f good luck more
fishing.
Just to vary the sport I caught salmon than made up for the loss which de
in the beautiful waters o f Spring lake veloped an hour or two later, which
and many and large pickerel by bait happened in the ollowing manner:
casting or trolling in the Dead river. Just as we were ready to leave the
Once in paddling round a sharp turn of |hotel—but never mind, perhaps there
a narrow brook I came face to face is no necessity to go into details, but if
with a cow moose peacefully feeding on by any chance, any reader o f this letter
early pods. She showed no disposition should travel the same route he had
to clear the way, so to start her I better lock the grip that contains any
called. She started, but in my direc thing better than hunting clothes be
tion, and only hard paddling and the fore he hands it over to the tender
soft dinging bottom ol the stream |mercies o f any obliging citizens to
saved !he canoe—and possibly my carry for him even if it should be the
manager o f one o f the biggest hunting
limbs.
Bear tracks were noticed now and clubs on the continent.
To assure a continual and plentiful
then and I was fortunate enough to
put home a b ill from a 405 Winchester. supply o f trout fishing, Mr. Blackwell
I have used a 30-30 Winchester and a I has just placed a large consignment in
38-55 Marlin and found them deadly at the lake from the U. S. Hatchery. For
any reasonable distance, but have often j the deer hunting, there seems to be no
oeen compelled to follow wounded deer need of rendering any assistance to
over many rods o f rough going. Since nature as the deer are very plentiful
adopting the 405, neither deer nor bear and o f very good size and on the whole
have gone 20 feet and never has a sec Fcannot conceive o f a more pleasant
ond shot been necessary. The recoil ii |and beautiful place at any season o f
not noticeable when firing at game and the year, i had the pleasure o f bring
the oall does n t make a particularly i ing home two as fine bucks as ever
came into the city.
I certainly feel
large hole.
A. H. B.
Perchance had camp conditions been well paid for my trouble.

I was called all through my life
Whistling Dick. When I was 16 I
could whistle and be plainly heard onehalf mile and I could whistle the most
difficult opera and all the hornpipes of
the da>.
“ Now was the game there 25 years
ago?” I asked. The wild animals have
been the plague of my life.
Forty years ago there were bears,
panthers and wolves and they were a
great oest to the farmers. I have been
aroused at night by the squealing of
the pigs and rushed out just in time to
see a huge shaggy monster bear wad
dling off v\itha porker in his clutches
and unless the settler is well armed he
had better not interfere till daylight.
Then the intruder can be captured.
The experienced settler will advise you
never to engage close combat with a
bear as the following will show.
One harvest time I had a large
amount o f grain and help was scarce
I could not get but one man to help me
and I was anxious to get it into the
barn before stormy weather came on.
I had just unloaded a load o f grain and
had backed my team out of the barn,
'ahen the Dutchman said that I should
have to come and help him stow the
sheaves back to make room for the
next load. Jumping from my cart I
ran up the long ladder that reached
into the loft. I had got nearly through
and was about to descend when fearful
screeches came from below and I knew
it came from my little boy and that he
was in mortal danger.
Running to the front of the loft and
keepi g my huge pitchfork in my hand
1 looked down into the floor to see
what was the trouble with little Sam.
My only son, looking up said, “ Come
quick, papa.”
As I looked down over the great
beams into the floor my eyes rested on
the largest black bear I ever saw. He
was coming in at the open door and
was creeping up to my boy. How I
ever descended that ladder without
breaking my neck is a mystery to me
to this day.
I was a large, nowerful man and my
pitchfork was a formidable weapon
?nd it was in my hand when I struck
the floor. My little boy had crawled
behind the ladder. The bear appeared
somewhat surprised at my bold front.
But bears although such awkward and
clumsy looking animals nre alert and
quick in their guard. As quick as I
was in lounging forward at the bear to
transfix him with my fork the bear had
reared upon his hind legs and was ready
for the assault ere the sharp tines o f
the fork could reach him.
Bears are natural born boxers and no
scientific pugilist can parry a blow
more cleverly than they. As I sprang
forward to lunge my fork into this un
welcome intruder, the bear with a sud
den powerful stroke o f one o f his paws
hit the fork su e a side blow that it
was knocked out o f my hands and land
ed me on the floor some distance away.
So fierce was the attack and with
such force did he aim the blow as I
rushed forward at him, that even when
the fork was so suddenly knocked out
of my hands I could not stop myself in

1905.
s p o r t s m e n ’s
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A TRIAL BY JURY!
A t the Portland (Oregon) Exposition, 1905, The Peters Cartridge
Company made an exhibit o f its goods, including Empty and
Loaded 1 apei Shells, Metallic Cartridges for Rifle, Revolver and
1 istol, Gun Wads, etc. the Jurymen who judged the exhibit
were experts and acknowledged to be thoroughly competent to
pass upon the merits o f ammunition and firearms. They granted
to The Peters Cartridge Company a

GOLD MEDAL=== HIGHEST AW AR D !
This decision was reached after a canvas o f past records made
with Peters Ammunition; a minute examination and an exhaus
tive test o f the goods themselves. Coming thus near the close of
a year marked by grand achievements, the Portland award fur
nishes new and convincing^proof o f the superior shooting qual ities and unsurpassed fioisli of

PETERS SHELLS AND CARTRIDGES.
time and fell forward on the floor of
the barn with my head between the
hind legs o f the bear and before I recovered from the fall the bear quickly
reached down and seized me, a pow er
ful man in his huge arms, turned roun1'
and started off with me for the woods.
I was not only disarmed but helpless
in his huge grasp for my head was be
tween his hind legs and my feet above
nis head. I called lustily to the Dutch
man to come and knock the bear on the
head and fre n me and I ’d fix him but
Dutchy was on top of a 20-foot ladder
and it was evident that he meant to
stay there. But the Dutchman stuck
his head over the top o f the ladder and
called, “ Dick, why you no fistle fer yon
.ogs, fistle like te tyval.”
Instantly the thought o f my dogs
came to me and turning my head to one
side to clear my mouth from the thick
hair that covered my face, I gave a
long shrill whistle which I knew would
bring them.
In a very short space of time I heard
the welcome voice o f my favorite mas
tiff and his mate were on the spot and
were pozzled at first to know how to do
anything more than bark.
They
seemed fearful to close in on the bear
and so Bruin succeeded in carrying me
some distance from the barn.
The faithful dogs at length found out
the weak points o f Bruin and seized
him by the hind legs a little above the
feet.
They had found the place where a
bear is the most sensiti /e, except per
haps his noie. When the bear’s legs
were bauly bitten he suddenly dropped
me and tarred on his tjrmentors
A
tremendous clip o f the fore paw sent
the dogs flying and before the bear
could pick me up again and not feeling
much the wors^ for my hugging, I up
and “ lit out” to the house after the old
fuzee.
The bear realized that things were
going wrong with him after trying to
get hold of one o f the dogs tried to get
the shelter o f the woods. This the Jogs
endeavored to prevent.
They kept
nipping the bear’s hind legs with such
persistency as to force him to stop an!
fight off his assailants.
I was out o f breath said the old man
when I reached the house and a short
delay was unavailable as my pouch of
ounce balls got mislaid but finding an
other one I rolled it into the great gun
and started to go to the rescue of my
noble dogs. The bear was so worried
by his tormentors that he did not notice
my return but the brave mastiff did a^d
taking courage sailed in mute fiercely
than ever.
Getting off his guard the bear got in
a blow. It was his last fight.
Bruin
raised his head a ’ d saw me approach
ing and instantly he turned on me to
try titles with me. When he had got
ten within ten feet of me I set the
hammerjon the old flint lock. I thought
sure it would miss fire. On came the
great body and rose within six feet o f
me and was about to take me again in
his arms as I pressed the trigger with
the muzzle within three feet of his
head. The report was stunning and
heard for miles around anJ the great
bear rolled over on the ground—a huge
mass.
“ Come with m e,” said he and he led
me to a little knol.
Under a beauti
ful tree was a little mound and as we
came up to it, the old man pointed with
his cane and said with much emotion:
“ There lies the best friend I ever
had, one o f my dogs.” I stepped up to
the neat marble slab and on it was cut
in fine letters the word, “ Shep. ”

Enjoys Maine Woods.
P e c k v il l e , P a .,

Dec. 11, 1905.

To the Editor o f M a in e W ood s :

Herewith find enclosed $1 for renewal
o f my subscription to your valuable
paper. Each week it comes to me like
a breath from Maine’ s primeval forest.
Having hunted in Maine for seven
consecutive years you may imagine my
poring over the pages o f M a in e W oods
each week. It seemed better than
ever this fall, as I was unable to re
spond to the call o f my feelings on ac
count o f illness and I missed my trip
to the great Maine woods.
W . J. B r o a d .

The game laws apparently hold many
a surprise for the hunter as Eugene
Wallace o f Centre Sandwich recently
found out to his cost. Mr. Wallace had
occasion to go from his home to Mere
dith and took a gun along as is the
custom. When about two miles from
Meredith he saw a fine antlered buck,
which he shot and carried into town.
His surprise was great when he was in*
formed that the killing was illegal, as
deer killing is not allowed in Belknap
county, a fine of $200 and six months in
j lil being the penalty for the offense.
The fish and game commissioners speed
ily took the matter up and the case was
brought before a justice who fined him
$100 and costs amounting to $125. The
commissioners felt
confident that
Wallace was ignorant of the law, and
thus innocently transgressed it, but
maintained that a partial penalty
should be paid as a warning to others.
To Camp Owners.
Many owners o f camps who have
M a i n e W o o d s regularly but who have
had no camp news in our columns for a
long time past, if ever, would do wel
to send us a little news about their peo
ple and their attractions. We would
print it and it would pay the camps
well. We like to have mail sent to us
as early as Monday for the current
week, when possible.
J. W. B r a c k e t t Co.,
Phillips, Maine.
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MAINE WOODS INFORMATION
To Cure a Cold In One Day
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money if it fails to cure.
W . W . Grove’s signature is on each box. 25c.

BUREAU,

M AINE
On the Back of a Live Caribou.
The caribou or American reindeer,
roams from the north shores o f Hudson
bay to the coast o f Labrador, and as
far south Has the 45th parallel o f lat
itude on the eastern part of the con
tinent.
Sometimes in mountainous
sections they will go even farther
south.
They are not so large as their Euro
pean cousin, and unlike them will not
live in captivity. A moose or deer can
be easily tamed and become a domestic
animal, but the caribou is like the part
ridge, if confined, he dies; if given his
liberty he wanders away. Caribou care
but little for grass, leaves or browse,
on which the moose and deer subsist.
They live principally on moss, lichen,
rotten wood, toadstools and mush
rooms, and the woodstools and fungus
growth on decaying trees. They like a
hilly, rocky place, and do not remain
long in one place unless the ground is
broken or uneven.
They will roam however, all over
level woodland and even go into the
fields, but when they have devoured
the mose and toadstools they move on
in any direction the leader’s nose is
pointed. Sometimes they travel alone,
and sometimes in little droves; but if
you see one caribou you may be sure
there are others near. They do not
like deer and will not stay long where
deer abound in great numbers. The
deer whip them. In religion, the car
ibou is a Quaker. He will not fight.
A partridge with a brood o f chicks
will drive one. They care nothing for
the deep snow, in fact, they like it, as
it enables them to reach higher up the
trees after their favorite moss.
They never yard like moose and deer.
Their feet are large and the hoofs
divided very high; big claws protrude
from behind; when they travel over
the snow they spread their hoofs and
let part o f the log come down on the
snow, thus forming a snow-shoe for
each foot. To see them walking over
the snow always reminds me o f a boy
on a light crust on his hands and knees.
When they run on a frozen lake or a
hard logging road, their hoofs clatter
like a minstrel rattling the bones. As
winter approaches, the hair grows long
and thick and becomes almost white;
their hides are valuable for filling snowshoes, as it tightens up instead o f bag
ging down when it becomes wet. The
flesh, in my opinion, is far superior to
that o f the deer or moose. It has a
wild, gamy flavor o f ifs own that is
not found in any other animal. They
do not breed as fast as the deer, or in
other words, do not raise as many
young. They have a habit o f hiding
their young when small and going off
and leaving them, consequently many
o f them are destroyed by foxes, wild
cats and others animals, while a deer
will not let ner fawn get a rod away
from her nose until it is able to care
for itself.
The caribou has great speed, and can
run ten miles an hour all day, and no
dog, wolf or other animal can catch
them; their scent is keen, and when
alarmed or startled it is no use to chase
them. Yet there are times when they
do not appear to be afraid o f men.
They are a curious quadruped, and
sometimes will come close up to a fire
where half a dozen men are talking
and smoking, or follow a man through
the woods when he wears a red jacket.
Like other animals, they like salt, and
I once shot one at a camp door, where
he was eating codfish skins.
I have said that the caribou was the
fleetest animal in the woods, and yet
there are times when a man can run
them down and catch them.
When the American traveler in
A frica told the natives that there were
rivers of pure rum in his country they
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(Vtland & Rumford Falls Railway

Sandy River Railroad.

' -Maine Central Railroad.

Rangeley Lakes

Steamboat Co.

Game Laws of Maine.

SANOZOL

First-Class Livery.

and C o ld s

THE ANGLERS
»
ANNUAL.

NORTH.

No. 5.

A. M.

p' {y

9 00
8 30

Portland, lv
Farmington, lv
Phillips, ar
Phillips, lv
Madrid,
Reed’s,
Sanders,
Redington,
Eustis Junction,
Dead River,
Rangeley. ar

12 55
4 40
5 30
5 40
5 57
*6 05
*6 17
6 45
*7 05
*7 08
7 05

Boston. ^

P. M.

We have everything in the livery line
that is needed. The stable has been
enlarged and newly equipped through
1out.

Experienced drivers
parties when desired.

will take

P. R IC H A R D S O N & CO.,
-

Range'ey.

*

Maine

j

No. 6.
A. M.
Rangeley, lv
11 00
Dead River,
11 15
Eustis Junction, *11 18
Redington,
*11 40
SOUTH.

P. M.
Sanders,
Reed’s,
Madrid,
Phillips, ar
Phillips, lv
Farmington.
Portland,
Boston,

•12 03
•12 15
12 23
12 40
1 30
2 25
5 45
9 05

The American Express Company transacts
business at all points on line of Phillips & Rangeley railroad.
•Flag Stations. Trains stop on notice to con
ductor.
The above table shows the time that trains may
be expected to arrive and depart from the several
stations, but is not guaranteed.
Subject to
change and correction without notice.
F. A. L AW TO N . Supt. D, F. FIELD. G. P. & T. A .

Send Three
’

2 Cent Stamps to
Arrangement of Trains.

,

Maine

Woods,

Phillips,
!

-

-

Maine,

For a little bunch o f Backwoods Fai^y
Tales, by

SPORT IN D E E D

F o r Coughs
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1905.

TIME TABLES
Limit—No person shall in any one
TIME-TABLES
day kill or have in possession more than
15 o f each variety o f the above named
birds, except sandpipers, the number
Time-Table in Effect, Oct. 9, 1905.
o f which shall not exceed 70 in any one
Time-Table, in Effect Oct. 9, 1905.
i
day; nor shall any person at any time
T r’n l Tr’ n 3 Tr’ n 5
kill or have in possession any o f the
North
A. M. P. M. ! P. M.
above named birds, except fo r his own Trains leave Oquossoc f o r Rumford
1
consumption in the state; nor shall any
Falls, Lewiston, Portland and Bos
ton,
6.50 a. m.
person at any time sell or offer for sale
11.00 12.10 4.40
Farmington, . •• . . . . l v
any o f the above named birds; nor shall Trains due to arrive at Oquossoc from
Boston, Portland, Lewiston a n d
South
Strong,..
•
any person or corporation transport
Rumford Falls,
6.25 p. m.
P. M.
from place to place any o f the birds
Trains run daily except Sunday.
Strong, ..............
12.05 12.30 5.10
mentioned, in close time, nor in open
R. C. B r a d f o r d , Traffic Man., Portland. Me.
1.00 5.30
12.30
season unless open to view, tagged and
E. L. LOVEJOY, Supt. Rumford Falls. Me.
labelled with owner’ s name and resi
dence and accompanied by him, unless
Tr’n 2 Tr’ n 4 Tr'n 6
South
i tagged in accordance with the follow
A. M. A. M. P. M,
ing section:
From the Rangelevs to the Sporting
Transportation o f gam e—Any resi Points in Maine and New Brunswick.
1.30
7.30
8.30
Phillips,.............
dent o f Maine who has lawfully killed a
Lv Rangeley.......................................11 CO a m
moose or deer or one pair o f game
P h illip s......................................... 1 30 p m
7.50
9.10
birds may send same to nis home or to
Farmington ............................. .2 25
Ar Portland................................... .5 45
any hospital in the state without acBoston............................................ 9 05
; companying same, by purchasing from
8.20 10.00 2.20
Belgrade .................................... 7 40
the duly constituted agent a tag, pay- j
Bingham..............
11 10 a m
Hartland .................................... 9 30
ing
for
a
moose
$5,
dfter
$2
and
50
cents
L e w is t o n J o n r n a l .
F. N. B EAL. Supt.
I WESTON LEWIS. Pres.
B a n g o r .........................
5 25
a pair for game birds.
Ellsw orth..................................... 7 16
Licenses—Persons not bona fide resi
M achias.........................................9 40
Franklin & Me antic Railway.
Eastport ......................
11 48
dents o f the state and actually domi
Trade Notes.
Calais........................................... 11 43
ciled therein shall not hunt or kill any
Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and the Dead
Princeton.............................. 12 40 noon
bull moose, deer, ducks, grouse, wood
G reenville.................................. 10 55 a m
River region.
Mr. G. H. Smith, a well-known guide cock, or other birds or wild animals at
Kineo .......................... ............. 1 00 p m
Time-Table in Effect, Oct. 9, 1905.
Jackman....................................... 1 55
j o f Saranac lake, while on a recent trip any time without first having obtained
Katahdin Iron W orks............... 9 C5 a m
SOUTH.
A. M. P. M. P. M.
Norcross . . . . . . .
5 58
2 00 6 46
j for deer in the neighborhood o f Frank a license. Such license shall be issued 1
Bigelow, lv
11 00
Millinocket...................................
6
16
2 25 7 00
Carrabassett,
11 20
lin Fails, N. Y ., had an encounter with upon application and payment o f $15 to
Sherman......................
7 03
(
ar
11
40
3 00 7 30
hunt bull moose, deer, ducks, grouse,
P
atten
.........................................
11
40
A.
M
.
A.
M
.
Kingfield, J
P. M.
five bears which he came upon suddenly woodcock and other birds and wild ani- j
Ashland..........................
1 35 p m
7 00
7 05 12 50
( lv
Caribou ...................................... 2 40
while still-hunting alone. A fter a mals during their respective open sea
12 55
*N. Freeman, lv
7 0.
Vanburen................................... 5 35
•Mt. Abram Jet., lv
7 35
little skirmish there were three dead sons in October, November ana Decern- |
W inn.............................................. 5 30 a m
Salem
7 20
7 46
1 10
Vanceboro- •
7 30
•Summit, lv
7 33
1 12
8 45
bears which Mr. Smith credits to the her. But to hunt ducks, grouse, wood
St. John...................................... 12 05 noon
cock and other birds and wild animals
*W . Freeman, lv 7 35
1 25
Fredericton....................
11 ^6 a m
effective soft point bullets o f the .32 during their respective open : easons
Strong, ar
9 10
7 45
1 35
NORTH.
A. M. A. M. P. M.
Send for guide book and folder giving
calibre Special cartridges o f U. M. C. prior to Oct. 1, a license fee o f $5 shall
Strong, lv
8 20 10 00
5 12
A person having other details.
*W . Freeman, lv 8 30
5 17
! make which he used in his Winchester be paid annually.
•Summit, lv
8 40 10 30
5 27
paid
the
fee
o
f
$5
may
procure a li G e o . F. E v a n s , V. P. and Gen. Mgr.,
Jrifle.
Salem,
5 35
8 45 10 35
•
cense to hunt bull moose an i deer by
F.
E.
B o o t h b y , G. P. A., •Mt. Abram J ct., lv 8 50
10 40
On Saturday, Nov. 25, at Barberton, paying $10 additional.
Such license
•No. Freeman, lv 8 5b
5 43
Portland, Maine.
(ar
9 05 11 30
5 50
Ohio, Mr. H. A. Galt o f that city, for the shall entitle the purchaser to take to
Kingfield, {
P. M.
fifth consecutive time, successfully de his home, properly tagged with the tag
( lv
9 20 12 00
5 55
Carrabassett,
9 50 12 35 6 20
fended his title and the possession o f the detached from his license, and open
Bigelow,
ar
10
20
1
05
6
40
to view, 10 grouse, 10 ducks and
•Flag stations. Trains
“ Cast Iron” Medal emblematic o f the 10 woodcock that he has lawfully killed.
The 1906 Tim e-Table o f the ductor. tMixed trains. stop on notice to conchampionship o f Summit, Portage and The holder of a nonresident hunter’ s
Close connection is made at Strong with trains
to and from Phillips, Farmington, Portland and
Stark Counties.
Mr. Galt’ s scores license shall be entitled to offer for
Boston.
Stage connection at Bigelow for Stratton and
have with one exception been well transportation within or without the
state the carcass o f one bull moose or
Eustis, at Carrabassett for Flagstaff and Dead
over 90 out o f 100, and he attributes a part thereof that ha has lawfully killed
River.
GEO. M. VOSE. Superintendent.
great measure o f his success to his ex on the moose coupon attached to such
clusive use o f U. M. C. Nitro Club license also the carcass o f one eer, or
part thereof, on each o f the deer cou
Phillips & Rangeley and Eustis
Shells.
__________________
pons.
No nonresident can lawfully hunt
Railroads.
Mr. J. H. Treat o f Lawrence, Mass,
game at any time without a license.
who soends his summers at his cottage
SETH M. CARTER, Receiver.
near Pleasant Island on the Cupsuptic
W ill appear early in May.
Time-Table, in Effect Oct, 9, 1905.
If you have tried internal drugs and medicines
Lake, writes M a i n e W o o d s that he (often injurious) without relief, just try
The only all-rail line to Rangeley. The shortest,
expects to go to California in a few
quickest and easiest route to all points in the
Dead
River region.
days for the w in te r .

made a great feast and gave him
twelve wives; but when he told them
that the rivers became so hard in
winter that men and oxen could cross
over they roasted him and ate him.
I don’ t know what the Journal
readers will do to me, but I once had
! a ride on the back o f a live caribou.
Willard Corliss, a hunter, who then
i lived at Ludlow, Me., discovered that
when the snow was about two feet
deep and very light, the caribou could
j not get through it as fast as an active
man; as they cannot trot then, they have
to gallop and this appears to distress
them greatly. He used to get on
their backs and ride till they were done
out and then lead them to camp. He sold
several to showmen for $100 each, but
they soon died, and to use the slang
' phrase o f the day, he soon lost his job.

Caribou—No person shall, within 6
LOTION A N D SOAP
years from Oct. 15, 1905, in any manner
nunt, em se, catch, kill or have in pos Positive Cure F or All Skin
session any caribou or parts thereof.
Diseases.
Deer—No person shall hunt, take,
catch, kill or have in possession any i The wonderful discovery of the famous specialin skin diseases A. J. Fulton. M. D., Brooklyn,
deer or part thereof, between Dec. 15 i|ist
N. Y.
Sanozol
treatment is external only.
and Oct. 1; no person shall between
During the hot weather those afflicted with
Oct. 1 and Dec. 15, kill or have in pos skin eruptions and scaly skin diseases, suffer in
You can avoid this suffering and effect
session more than 2 deer or parts there atensely.
cure by use of Sanozol.
Sufferers from eczema, lupus, herpes, ring
o f ; a person lawfully killing a deer in
worm, prurigo, scrofuloderma, skin cancer, pedi
open season shall have a reasonable culosis, psoriasis, ecthyma, lichen, sycosis and all
other forms of ulcerative, scaly and parasitic skin
time in which to transport same to his i diseases find immediate relief and permanent cure
home, and may have same in possession by the use of Sanozol. If removes pimples and
blackheads and cures sweaty or aching feet.
it his home during the close season.
Some of the now famous cures by Sanozol treatment were fully described in the New York World
1 Special county laws on deer.
of March 9. and the Brooklyn Daily Eagle of
November is open season in York, March 29.
The Brooklyn Times of March 30th, says: "D r.
Cumberland, Sagadahoc, Lincoln, Knox, Fulton is a practising physician and a skin dis
specialist.
The Sanozol treatment is the
Waldo and Kennebec counties.
One ease
latest cure and medical men are of the opinion
deer only may be killed. In the towns that America has triumphed over Europe.”
August Newman of Enfield street near Graves
of York, Kittery, Eliot and Wells in ' Place. Brooklyn, v rites that he had been a sufi ferer from a skin eruption for eight years called
York county, and in Bath, W est Bath 1various names by different physicians. Finally
and Phippsburg, Sagadahoc county, no i he was induced, in sheer desperation, to try Sanozol. He enjoyed his first unbroken sleep after
open season. Close season in town of the first bottle of Sanozol- His re»ard for a con
scientious treatment of this remedy for two
Swan’s Island, Hancock county, until months
was complete cure.
Write for testimonial and full particulars of
Dec. 15, 1908. Open season in towns o f
Sanozol.
Trestment requires combined use of
Eden, Mt. Desert, Tremont and South lotion and soap. Sent on receipt of price or at
druggist.
west Harbor, between Nov. 15 and Dec.
Lotion full half pint, $1.00: soap, 25c per cake
or jar.
115.
3
Address Sanozol Laboratory, dept. B, 4. 100Close season on islands in town of 102 Elton St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
•Isle au Haut until Oct. 1, 1907.
Open season in Androscoggin county
during October.
Moose—No person slv. 11 at any time
hunt, catch, kill or destre or have in
-------- B Y ---------possession any cow or call moose, and
the term calf moose shall be construed
THOMAS MARTINDALE.
to mean that these animals are calves
until they are at least one year old and
A graphic description of camp life in
have at least two prongs or tines not
less than three inches long to each of Maine, finely illustrated by photographs
their horns. No person shall, between
Dec. 1 and Oct 15, hunt, take, catch, by the author.
kill or have in possession any bull moose
A book every woods lover should
or[part thereof, and no person shall, have. Price $1.50, postage paid. Given
between Oct. 15 and Dec. 1, take,
catch, kill, or have in possession more free for two subscriptions to M a i n e
than one bull moose or part thereof.
W oods accompanied by $2.00. One o f
No person shall at any time hunt,
Icatch, take, kill or destroy with dogs, the above must be a new subscriber.
jack lights, artificial lights, snares or
MAINE WOODS, - Phillips, Maine.
i traps, any moose, deer, or caribou.
Rabbits—It shall be unlawful to hunt
or have in possession, rabbits or wild
hare, between April 1 and Sept. 1.
There is a remedy over sixty
.
.
^ Price 25 Cts.
Squirrels,
chipmunks—I n
Knox
years old — A yer’s Cherry
county, no open season.
Mink, sable, muskrat, fisher, close
Pectoral. Of course you have season,
between May 1 and Oct. 15.
J& "
Disclosing the haunlsand habit*
heard of it,probably have used
Beaver—Whoever at any time kills or
of the popular sportiny fishes,and
any beaver, except upon
the favorite baits, rods and tackle
It. Once in the family, it stays; destroys
of the expert angler*.
written permission o f the commission
the one household remedy for ers, shall be fined.
Woodduck, black duck, teal and any
coughs and hard colds on the ducks
Edited by Charles Bradford.
known as gadwall, mallard,
widgeon, shoveler, pintail, redhead,
Chest. Askyourdoctoraboutit.
scaup, whistler, bufflehead, broadbill,
**I have had pneumonia three times, and
Arm** Cherry Pectoral has brought me safely
close season between Dec. 1 and Sept.
rttrough each time. I have just recovered
1; ruffed grouse, woodcock, between
my last attack, aged sixtv-seven. No
it." — &. V. H iggins , Stevens
Dec. 1 and Sept. 15; plover, snipe and
sandpiper, between May 1 and Aug 1;
and it shall be unlawful to kill or have
Made by J. O. Ayer Co., Lowell, H i m .
Jyw
Also nxanuXscturers of
in possession quail at any time.
^
_
>
SARSAPARILLA.
No person shall hunt wild ducks upon
the shores, islands or waters o f Merrymeeting bay, Eastern river or the Ken
nebec river below the Gardiner and
Aymr’s P ills increase t h e a c tiv ity o f Randolph bridge, between Dec. 1 and
t h e liv e r , a n d t h u s a id re c o v e ry . Sept. 1.
M A IN E WOODS, Phillips Maine.
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o f Beaver Pond, Maine, edited by
FRANCIS I. MAULE.
The’ re not so—very slow.

IN EFFECT MONDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1905.
PULLMAN CAR SERVICE.
Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Caribcu
! and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at 6.00 a. m.
and Bangor at 3.15 p. m. Sleeping Car on train
leaving Caribou 4.10 p. m. and Bangor 3.55 a. m.

TRAINS LEAVE BANGOR.
3.55 a. m. —For and arriving at Millinocket. 6.40
а. m., Houlton, 8.50 a. m., Presque Isle, 10.32 a. m.
Fort Fairfield. 10.55 a. m.. Caribou, 11.00 a. m. Van
Buren 12.40 p. m.
7.00 a. m .—For and arriving at So. Lagrange,
8.10 a. m. Brownville, 9.01 a. m. Katahdin Iron
Works 9.50 a. m. Millinocket 10.25 a. m. Patten
11.50 a. m. Ashland 2.1: p. m. Fort Kent 4.16 p.
j m. Houlton 12.55 p. m Presque Isle 2.46 p. m.
Caribou 3.15 p. m. Van Buren 5.30 p. m. Fort
Fairfield 3.06 p. m. Lim* stone 4.10 p. m. Dover
9.17 a. m. Guilford 9.41 a m. Monson 10.17 a. m.
Greenville 10.55 a. m. Kineo 1.00 p. m.
3.15 p. m .—For and arriving at So. Lagrange
4.12 p m. Brownville 4.49 p. m. Millinocket 6.03
p. m. Sherman 6.54 p. ro. Patten 7.25 p. m.
Houlton 8.15 p. m. Mars Hill and Blaine 9.25 p. m.
Presque Isle 9.57 p. m. Caribou 10.25 p. m. Fort
Fairfield 10.15 p. m.
4.50 p. m. —For and arriving at Lagrange 6.10
p. m. Milo 6.35 p. m. Brownville 6.45 p. m. Dover
and Foxeroft, 7.03 p. m. Guilford 7.26 p. m.
Greenville 8.40 p. m. Quebec 1.15 p. m. Montreal
8.55 a. m.

ARRIVALS.
9.25 a. m. Leaving Montreal 7.25 p. m. Quebee
2.45 p. m. Greenville 5.35 a. m. Guilford 6.44 a. m.
Dover 7.02 a.m. Brownville 7.20 a. m. Milo 7.30 a.
! m. So: Lagrange 8.10 a m
1.00 p. m. Leave Caribou 6.00 a. m. Presque
| Isle 6.27 a. m. Fort Fairfield 6.00 a. m. Houlton
|
8.05
a. m. Ashland 6.50 a. m. Patten 8.50 a. m:
backed by the general law o f average
1 Millinocket 10.16 a. m. Brownville 11.25 a. m.
proves that the first appearance o f ar i Milo 11.34 a. m.
7.25 p. m .—Leaving Kineo 1.20 p. m. Greenville
advertisement does not bring business*
3.40 p. m. Monson 3.55 p. m. Guilford 4.50 p. m.
nor even create much curiosity. Ii Dover 5.08 p. m. Limestone 9.50 a .m . Van Buren
a. m. Caribou 11.45 a. m. Presque Isle 12.15
costs little to advertise in M a i n * £.30
p. m. Fort Fairfield 11.40 a. m. Houlton 2.00 p.
W o o d s . A trial (one time) insertion m. Fort Kent 10.45 a. m. Ashland 12.45 p. m. Pat
ten 2.50 p. m. Sherman 3.27 p. m. Millinocket 4.20
for business advertising is a waste of p. m. Brownville 5.33 p. m. Milo 5.43 p. m. La
money. I f you go in, stay in and it grange 6.10 p. m.
11.45 p. m. Leaving Van Buren 2.40 p. m. Car
will pay you.
“ Keeping ever’astingli ibou 4.10 p. m. Fort Fairfield 4.16 p. m. Presque
Isle 4.38 p. m. Houlton 6.20 p. m. Millinocket 8.43
at it” is the only way to success.
p. m.
In continuity is strength. In discon
Trains leave So. Lagrange for Stockton, Searsand intermediate stations at 8.16 a m. and
nection is failure.
Few people buv port
б. 20 p. m., arriving at Stockton at 10.16 a. m. and
anything the first time they hear abou 8.20 p. m. and Searsport at 10.25 a. m. and 8.30
p. m. Returning, leave Searsport at 6.50 a. m.
it. There is not a solitary case where and 1.50 p. m. and Stockton at 6.05 a. m. and 2.05
p. m „ arriving at So. Lagrange at 8.05 a. m. and
intermittent advertising has brougL 4.05 p- m.
returns compared with that from cod C. C. BROW N, General Pass, and Ticket
nt.
tinuous advertising—that everlatftim W . M. BRO W N , General Superintend: i i
Bangor. Me., Nov. 25. 1905.

Experience

pounding away at the public day in aii
day’ out.
MAI NE
Phillips,

WO O D S ,
Maine.

T^OX HUNTERS who have been
appointed of late years in not finding their game, should visit Phillips, Maine. There
are plenty of foxes in this vicinity and they are
not trapped or hunted as much as they formerly
were. For full information address,
Maine Woods Information Bureau. Phillips, Me.

MAINE

WOODS,

DECEMBER

15,

Lichens.

Maine Exhibit at the Sportsmen’s Show. scenic artist. The other curtain of
Although Bangor will not be directly Kennebago lake will be even larger.
To the E ditor o f M a in e W o o d s ;
represented, on account o f the Christ- j Tne actual space which Maine will
A lichens is composed o f two parts, mas rush in the taxidermist stores, pay for will be 90 feet long by 12 feet
first an Alga, secondly a Fungus. The Maine this year is to have the largest wide and will be 30 feet high, giving
Alwra is the part
supplying
the exhibit at the National Sportsman’s , about 2,700 square feet. Among the
Chlorophyll or green colored matter o f show at Boston in the history o f the features to be presented will be a typi
which the p ant is made up.
The state, according to a statement made |cal Maine log cabin and a lean to.
Fungus absorbs moisture from
the by a Maine Central authority recen tly. ; These will be used as headquarters and
atmosphere and mineral substances Notwithstanding the fact that the waiting rooms for the Maine display
from the sOi . Th two live together meeting at Portland, for the purpose and also as a place to sit down in and
in one relationship, each one needful to o f discussing plans for an exhibit end- rest. Along the greater part o f the
the life and devolopmeni o f the other. ed in nothing being done, the affair front will be counters on which will be
Lichens grow every where on the was suddenly revived, all differences stacke.1 for free distribution literature
ground stones, trees, and fences were settled and today everything is of ail kinds aoout Maine and men will
Among those which grow on the ground hustle to make ready for what all inter be in attendance to explain the various
the moat beautiful plant which we ested claim will be one o f the biggest attractio is o f the state. The exhibit
have is a species o f Claydon a. advertisements that the state o f Maine will be to the right o f the main entrance
[Claydon a Coccinea.] The plant is o f has ever had. The railroads that will to the auditorium and will occupy the
a light gray color with fruit o f a bright participate in the exhibit will be the most prominent position in the entire
verm illion.
It is to be found in Maine Central, the Washington County, building. Next to the Maine exhibit
pastures where ledges abound.
The the Portland & Rumford Fails, the wil be the United Forestry exhibit and
plant never attai a to any height to Bangor & Aroostook, the Sandy River, 250 colored transparencies showing life
speak of, not over an inc h at the most Franklin & Megantic, the Phillips & in the woods wili be extended uv^r into
but for beauty o f coLr o the fruit, few Rangeley and the Somerset. In addi the Maine exhibit and wi.l add greatly
others supass it
A station o f it once tion the Kineo House at Moosehead to the attractiveness o f the latter dis
seen in a walk would not soon be L k c will make a big exhibit in con n ec- play.
forgotten.
Tne brignt color o f the tion with the Maine display.
O pposre che Maine exhibit will be a
fruit does not keep well after being
W. D. Hinds, the taxidermist o f |big collection of wild animals, not in
dried. Seeing a fresh specimen just P ortland, has been appointed to the po cages this year as in the past, but roam
gathered from the field, placed beside sition o f manager o f the Maine exhibit ing about in an imitation forest and sur
one which had been dried sometime, and is in Boston no w to consult with rounded by invisib.e wire, so that they
one would hardly believe t .at the fruit the managers o f the show. Another of will ppear as if they were really in
o f the two could be identic.il. Such a his men has star ed to Montreal to get their native woods.
Th re will be a big pond for live wa
fading out o f color had taken place in birch bark and other materials for
the dried plant.
making the canoes which are to be a ter fow l of all kin Is, another pool for
To preserve color costs a great deal feature o f the Pine Tree State display, muskrats, another for beaver and the
o f labor and trou be.
Some
colors
According to present plans the entire fish exhibit will be one o f the finest
will fade no matter how much pains Spo. tsmen’s show will be more or less ever gotten together. This will occupy
are taken to preserve them. Blue and Maine. This state and its attractions the entire one side of the hail.
yellow are among the hardest colors to will be in evidence at almost every
preserve in plants.
The first color point. President Lucius Tuttle o f the
named will turn almost white after Boston & Maine subscribed a large sum
long keeping. The stems o f this plant o f money, providing the tw o big fea- |
Dear Sirs:—
are hollow and are o f a brown color in- tures which have always been a feature
In regard to the “ L. F.” Bitters, t
side. Tne fruit looks like a small cap of che show are painted to represent think they are all that is needed as a
Maine scenes instead o f those o f the B lood Purifier.
placed on the end o f a branch and the j
stems are covered witn small particles far west, as in the past.
The biggest j
Yours truly,
which drop off when bruised.
one o f these will represent a picture o f
W. P. B ASSETT,
Another plant belonging to the genus Little Kennebago lake in the Rangeley
B ox 79.
Limestone, Me.
Alectoria [Alectoria jubata] variety, region and declared to be one o f the February 28, 1904.
Chalybeiformis, grows on the north most beautiful sheets o f water in
The True “ L. F.” A tw ood ’s Bitters
sides o f o ’. J board fences. It 'jrrows in Maine and the other will have a view cure all diseases caused by impure
Kineo mountain, at blood and sluggish liver and bowels.
a co pact mass resembling a small o f the end o f
bunch o f hair. It is dark brown in Moosehead lake, showing Table rock 35 cents at all good stores.
Dec. 12, 1905.

F a r m in g t o n ,

Makes Pure Blood

color and the stems shine as though
they had been polished. The fruit is
long and oval and is sunk in the stem
and is about level with the outer sur
face. The stems are about the size >f
common black thread and quite short,
not over two inches in length.
On the board fence w ere I found
this plant growing were other plants
belonging to the same family but to
other genera, Evernia, Usnea, Rama
lina.
Evernia is o f i light yellowish green,
two or three inc. es in length, very soft
to the touch with stems fiat a id hollow.
The Usnea grow s smaller and has the
thread-shaped stems o f the Alectoria.
The fruit is very peculiar in appear
ance and hard to describe, but looks
not unlike small buttons with a flat
surface around t i e outer rim o f which
grow short hair like homes called fi
brils, rootlike in appearance.
The
plant growing looks like a small shrub.
Ramalina is shrublike in appearance,
about an inch in height with a good
deal o f the same kind o f fruit except
the fruit is smooth and without the fi
brils. The stems are flat, wider at top
than at the bottom but are not the
same size throughout the plant any
where.
Another lichen, whose name I do not
yet know, grows very common on trees,
covering the trunk and limbs above the
upper half o f some trees, yellow birches
for instance,
almost wholly.
The
,
.
,
.
•
,
,
plant in shape is circular when growing
a lo n e , g r e e n i s h y e l l o w in c o l o r the s u r ,
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.
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fa c e b e in g m u ch w n n k ie d .

H. W . JE W E L L .
_____________________________ _______

TME VERY O L D E S T VESSEL.
Built

in Philadelphia in 1764 and
P robably Still in Service
in England.

and the well-known points of interest
in this vicinity. The latter curtain will
be 150 feet long by 215 feet wide, w< ich
shows the magnitude o f it and is being
painted by Francis West, the noted

A
A
A
A
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fter
fter
fter

C lo u d s co m es S u n s h in e .
D espo n d en cy comes J o y.
S ic k n e ss c o m e s H e a l t h .
W e a k n e ss com es Str e n g t h .

Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is

what does it all. It's a wonder worker for
women because it is Nature’s remedy,

adapted to the needs of twentieth cen
tury women.
No a l c o h o l , n o n a r c o t i c , n o i n j u r i 
ous d r u g .
Made of glyceric extracts
from roots, therefore their virtues grew
in them in Nature’s laboratory, viz:
Lady’s Slipper root, Black Cohosh root.
Unicorn root, Blue Cohosh root, and
Golden Seal root; extracted, combined,
preserved without alcohui, by Doctor
Pierce's own peculiar process, and in
the most exact proportions to secure
the best effects,
If in need of careful, competent advice
i before beginning treatment, you will re
j ceivB it wjthoui charge by writing, and
stating your case, to Dr. li. V. Pierce, 663
Marin Street, Buffalo, N. Y . A ll letters
confidentially received and answers sen t
in securely sealed envelopes.
" I was a great sufferer for six yea rs,"
I writes Mrs. Geo. Hngdeu, o ' 641 R> tida Street.
Saginaw. Mich. " I eoruuieneed to take your
’ Favorite Prescript ion ’ are! have taken ten
bottles in all. Ain now regular, afte r having
misled t wo year- and sukered wit h ;>atn in
the hear! and hack, i was so nervous, could
uol eat or sleey- Mow I can thatta you for
m y recovery."

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure con
stipation. One little " Delict " i- a gentle

Speaking of the life of ships the j laxative, and two mild cathartic.
other day, George F. Sproule, secretary
of the board of port wardens, eaL. j
about the oldest vessel he knows of is
the True Love, which if she is a.Ioal ;
to-day is 149 years old. says the Phil
adelphia Record.
The True Love was built in this city i
in 1764, and though she was only 9
feet and eight inches long, and of 2 >\
feet beam, she was the largest hip
that had been in these waters up to
that time. She sailed from this jo ; t
in 1765. and did not return until 1873,
Then
when she was 109 years old. She came,
in with a load of cryolite from Ivigtut,
5 ^ % ^ H O O D ’
Greenland. Then she sailed again and
was no longer heard of until discovered
in 1899 In the Thames river, England,
where shorn of her glory, she was and
possibly still is doing service as a coal
barge.
HOOP"
There was a proposal among ship
IM S C ( RlJBBtl>COMP»xyJ
BOSTON
ping men here to purchase her and
bring her over as a relic of bygone
NOT MADE BY A TRUST
days and honest workmanship, but it
never came to anything.

HOOD RUBBERS

1905.

A feature o f the Maine exhibit will
be four Indian bucks and three sqeaws
o f the Passamaquoddy tribe, who are
now employed by Mr. Hinds and will
come from Perry, Washington county,
for the show. There will also be one
papoose. They will be arrayed in their
native costume and a wigwam fot them
will be erected in a l’ttle grove.
Among the famous authorities on an
imals, woods and sporting subjects
who lecture at the show will be Ernest
Thompson-Seton, Prof. Charles G. D.
Robtrts, E. D. T. Chambers o f Quebec,
Prof. Henry L. Van Dyke and Prof.
Henry L. Drummond.
A committee
has also been sent to wait upon Presi
dent Roosevelt and ex-President Grover
Cleveland to see if they will deliver
lectures.
The show opens Christmas day for
two weeks and in order to get the
Maine exhibit ready in time some great
huotling has got to be done.
There is
no doubt, however, but what Mr. Hinds
will have everything in readiness for
the first day.—Bangor News.

The Angler’s Secret
By Charles Bradford.

A

W ELL

M a i n e W o o d s has frequent enquiries
for maps of the fishing regions of the
state, etc., *»nd we can furnish the foL
lowing Maine maps:
Rangeley and Megantic districts,
25c
Rangeley and Megantic districts,
very large,
50c
Moosehead and Aroostook districts, 50e
Millinocket and Munsungan lakes, $1.00
Maine, Northern, ^for sportsmen
and lumbermen.
25c
Franklin County,
50c
Oxford County,
60e
Somerset County,
50e
Aroostook County,
50e
Piscataquis County,
5Qe
Washington County,
50c
Outline map o f Maine, 30x36 in.
$1.00
Geological map of Maine,
. 36c
R. R. map o f Maine,
86e
U. S. map, size 18x29,
50e
Androscoggin County,
S6e
Cumberland County,
36c
Hancock County,
50c
Kennebec County,
36c
Knox County,
35c
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties,
36e
Penobscot County,
60c
Waldo County,
85e
York County,
35e

LOTTED TIMBERLANDS.

Author of ‘ ‘The Determined Angler, ’ ’ Aroostook County, section plans
Nos. 3, 4 and 5, from Grand
Illustrated.
Lake to Fort Kent,
50e
Hancock County, section plan No.
Th? Angler’ s Secret is, as the author
2,
50c
tells us, to replenish the soul and not Penobscot County, section plans
Nos. 3 and 4,
$1.06
i the creel. It is a secret that cannot be
Piscataquis County, section plans
1revealed to an unsympathetic mind,
Nos. 1, 3 and 6,
£$1.26
j and only the lover o f nature can fully Somerset County, section plan No.
understand that communing with field,
6, and Franklin Co. map,
$1.00
stream and sky which resulte in the Washington County, section plans
Nos. 2 and 3,
$1.00
perfect contentment o f the angler who
Oxford County section, see Oxford
has learned the secret. Given free for
county map,
50e
two subscriptions to M a i n e W o o d s ac
Postage paid upon receipt of price.
companied by $2.00. One o f the above
MAINE WOODS, Phillips, Maine.
must be a^new subscriber.

i “ The Wild Fowiers.’ ’
Net, $1.00 postage paid.

MAINE WOODS, Phillips. Me.

WORDS OF PRAISE W ELL MERITED
BY

MAPS.

KNOW N

Camp Firesjn the
Wilderness

A R T IC L E .

Of Queen’s root, Prof. King sayai
So much has been written by the
standard medicial authorities, of all the "A n alterative (blood purifier) unsur
several schools of practice, in praise passed by few if any other of the known
of the native, or American, medicinal alteratives. Most successful in skin
plants which enter into the com peti and scrofulous affections; beneficial in
tion of Dr. Pierce’ s Golden Medical Dis bronchial affections; permanently oures
covery, that in attempting to quote bronchitis; relieves irritations; an im
from the various works on Materia portant cough remedy; coughs of years'
Medica one hardlv knows where to standing being cured; aids in bloodcommence, since they are so volumin making and nutrition and may be taken
ous that only the briefest and most im with out harm for long periods.”
Queen’ s root, Golden Seal root, Stone
perfect reference can be presented in a
root, Black Cherrybark and Bloodroot,
short article like this.
Briefly then let us say that the all articles extolled by leading practi
"Golden Medical
Discovery”
was tioners of all the schools, as the very
named from the sturdy little plant best of cough medicines, are made es
Golden Seal, the root of which enters pecially valuable when combined with
largely into its composition. Besides chemically pure glycerine which greatly
this most valuable ingredient, it con enhances the curative action of all theee
tains glyceric extracts of Stone root, ingredients in all bronchial, throat and
Queen’s root, Black Cherrybark, Blood- lung affections, severe coughs and kin
dred ailments.
root and Mandrake root.
Who can doubt the efficacy of such a
Finley Ellingwood, M. D., an emin
ent practitioner of Chicago and Profes compound, when scientifically made
sor of Materia Medica in the Bennett up, as in Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Medical College of that city, in his Discovery? Who can doubt that it is a
recently published work on Therapeu most effective remedy for the several
tics, says of Golden Seal root: " It is |diseases for which its ingredients are so
the most natural of stimulants to the highly recommended by the formoat
normal functions of digestion. Its in i writers on Materia Medicaf
It is in the cure of the more chronic
fluence upon the mucous surfaces ren
ders it most important in catarrhal |or lingering, persistent, and obstinate
gastritis (inflammation of stomach) and j cases of bronchial, laryngial and lung
j affections, attended by hoarseness and
gastric (stomach) ulceration.”
Many other authorities as well as Dr. severe cough, which if neglected 01
Ellingwood extol the Hydrastis (Golden badly treated would generally have run
Seal), as a remedy for catarrhal dis into consumption, that "Golden Med
eases of the nasal passages, stomach, ical Discovery ” has won the highest
bronchia, gall ducts, kidneys, intestines praise from all who have observed its
and bladder. Among these, we may marvelous control over these and kin
mention Prof. John King, M. D., author dred affections. It is no cheap com
of the American Dispensatory; Prof. pound made-up of trashy ingredients
J. M. Scudder, M. D., in his " Specific for free distribution, that curious peo
Medication” ; Dr. Hale of the Hahne ple may experiment upon themselves
mann Med. College of Chicago; Grover as with the many fake nostrums so
Coe, M. D., of New York, in his "O r commonly sent out as "trial bottles.”
ganic Medicines,” Dr. Bartholow of Jef It has a forty year record, embracing
ferson Med. College and scores of other many thousands of cures behind it, is
sold at a reasonable price and may be
leading medical writers and teachers.
All the foregoing eminent authorities found in all drug and medicine stores
extol the curative virtues of Golden in this and many foreign countries.
It will be seen from the above brief
Seal in cases of stomach, liver and in
testinal weakness, torpor and ulceration extracts how well "Golden Medical Dis
of bowels. Dr. Ellingwood recommends covery ” is adapted for the cure of all
it most highly, " I n those cases of atonic blood diseases, as, scrofulous and skin
dyspepsia when the entire apparatus, affections, eruptions, blotches, pimples
including the liver, is stagnant and and kindred ailments; also that it is
inoperative.” He also extols it most equally good in all Catarrhal affections
highly in the many weaknesses and de no matter where seated, and for all
rangements peculiar to women and cases of indigestion, or dyspepsia, tor
says, "It is a most important remedy in pid liver, or biliousness and as a
many disorders of the womb.” Golden tonic and invigorator in all manner of
Seal root (Hydrastis), is an important weaknesses, and in nervous debility
ingredient of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Pre and prostration the above extracts
scription for weak, nervous, "rundow n” amply show.
Much further information as to tha
women.
But to return to the "Golden Medical properties and nses of " Goldan Medieal
Discovery ” it may be said that its cur Discovery ” and Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
ative properties are not wholly depend Prescription for weak women, will be
ent upon Golden Seal, valuable as it is, found in a little booklet of extraots
as other equally potant ingredients add from standard medical books which
greatly to its value and in fact are not will be mailed fret to any address on
less important than the Hydrastis, or request, by letter or postal card, seat to
Dr. It. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Golden Seal.
All the several ingredients of Dr.
In all bronchial, throat, lung and
kindred ailments, Stone root, Black Pierce’s medicines will be found, from
Cherrybark, Queen’ s root and Blood- the reading of this little booklet, to
root, each plays as important a part have the strongest possible professional
in effecting the phenominal cures of endorsements and recommendations
"Golden Medical Discovery” as does for the cure of all the diseases for
Golden Seal. All these ingredients which these medicines are reoomhave the endorsement of prominent mended. No other medicines for like
practitioners of all schools of medicine purposes have any such endorsement.
for the cure of diseases of the bronchia, They are non-alcoholic, non-seoret, safe
and reliable.
throat and lungs.

The fun and
aeauties
of
' , camping in the
wild forest of
Maine, graphi
cally told in a
book by E. W.
Burt o f Lynn,
Mass., illustraPriee $1.00, postpaid. Given free for
two subscriptions to M a in e W oods ac
companied by $2.00. One o f the above
must be a new subscriber.
MAINE WOODS,

Lake

-

Phillips, Maine.

and Forest

As I Have Known Them,
By Capt. F. C. Barker.
A book o f woodcraft, camp life, log
ging, river driving, guiding and a gen
eral description of life by water and in
the woods. This volume is finely il
lustrated by photographs from life. It
contains much quaint humor as well as a
vast amount o f entertaining informa
tion and many good stories.
Price $1.10 postpaid. Given free for
two subscriptions to M a i n e W o o d s a c 
companied by $2.00. One o f the above
must be a new subscriber.
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips,

Maine.

t£ST~lf you “ can’t go” we’ll bring the wilderness
: to you—If you can we’ll tell yon how, when and
! where.

F IE L D

AND

STREAM .

A lot of good things in the issue now on sale on
all news stands—15c.
Don’t miss Horace Kephart's series of articles
on CAMPING AN D WOODCRAFT now appear
ing in this magazine. This is only one of the
many invaluable features which have contributed
to the success of Field and Stream—America’s
biggest and best magazine for sportsmen.
all who send $1.50 for a year’s subscrip
tion and mention this paper we will send postpaid
a copy of Theodore Roosevelt’s book, “ Hunting the
Grizzly and Other Sketches, "o r if preferred,* pair
of our famous duck shooting companion pictures
in color, fit to adorn any sportsman’s home or den.
FIELD AND STREAM. 35 W 21st.'St., New York

MAINE
“ *Last Week.
The pools just boiled with 5-pound trout, two rose
at every cast,
And ten-prong bucks in droves like sheep, gazed
as we paddled past.
Along the trails great flocks of grouse, ran
clucking to and frc,
And any night cne luring toot, a big moose bull
would show.
Yesl stranger that’s the sort of thing all “ sports”
find here, who seek
When, did you say? well for a fact all this oc
curred “ last week.”
N ow list ye “ Nimrods,” one and all, ye who seek
joys afield,
An ye would win to rod, and gun, all thi3 fair
land doth yield.
An ye would have such fin, and fur, and feather
fall to you.
To light on such a "week” as ‘last” you must
stop—fifty-two.
F r a n c is I. M a u l e .
*A hunting and fishing experience of 40 odd
years has forced upon me a recognition of the
elosiver.ess of such phenomenal" weeks” as this
one.

BircLs In Franklin County.

H O T E L S AN D CAM PS.

WOODS,

DECEMBER

H O T ELS A N D C A M PS.

Aroostook county.

Somerset County.

V ia O x b o w , M e .
Atkins’s Camps. Famous for Moose, deer and
big fish. Write for special small maps and circu
lar to
W . M. Atkins, Oxbow, Me.

J a c k m a n , Me ., P. O.
Spencer Lake Camps. Fall hunting at Spencer
Lake Camps. No better place* in Maine for deer,
moose and partridges. Two deer guaranteed to
each sportsmen. 44 deer taken out last season.
My territory extends from After n Lake to Spen
cer Lake. Write
Thomas Gerard, Prop’r., Jackman, Me.

V ia O x b o w , M e .
Spider {Lake Camps. Good camps. The best
of hunting. Good accommodations.
Allegash
trips a specialty. Address,
Arbo & Libby, Oxbow, Me.

Franklin County.
R an geley L ak es.
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
Capt. F. C. Barker, Prop’r, Bemis.
Ca r r a b a s s e t t , Me .
Carrabassett Spring Farm and Cottages cen
trally located in the best of hunting territory,
one minute’s walk from station, brook and river
fishing, new cabin at Redington ponds, Carra
bassett Spring Water, daily mails, telephone.
H. G. Benson, Prop’r., P. O. Kingfield, Me.
R a n g e l e y L a k e s , Me .

J a c k m a n , Me.
Heald Pond Camps. Sportsmen, I am sending
free to all who ask, a large blue print map of my
preserve. 18 ponds, 30 camps, in the heart cf the
Maine forest,the home of the lordly moose,the black
bear, the red deer, the gamy salmon, the square
tailed trout. We have them all in abundance at
the Heald Pond Preserve.
Henry Hughey, Jackman, Me.
V ia B ingham .

Carry Ponds Camps. Do you go hunting in Octo
ber? If so why not take advantage of my reduced
rates. I will take all parties who stay in camp
one week or more at $1.00 per day for board and
free transportation by stage and buckboard from
Bingham to camp and return. These reduced
rates are for October only.
Henry J. Lane, Carry Pond. Me.
F l a g s t a f f , Me .
The Flagstaff. Fishermen, tourists and hunters
find this an ideal place to spend their vacation.
Salmon and 3quare tailed trout are found in near
by lakes, while pickerel fishing in Flagstaff pond
is unsurpassed. Moose, deer and black bears are
found here. Small game in abundance. Duck
shooting unexcelled. A delightful fifty mile canoe
trip to Big Spencer lake.
Frank Savage Jr., Flagstaff, Me.

15,

1905.
Ye Huntsman.
Now doth ye citie huntsman
Take “ hunting license” oute
Arid with a brand-new “ outfitte”
He goeth forth to scoute
And seeks ye beastes ferocious
That haunt ye woodes aboute
He seeks with zest ye rabbit,
And eke ye doe and bucke.
But presently he shooteth
Ye farmer’s gentle ducke.
And as he payeth for itte.
He darneth of hys lucke!
Anon he tries another,
Yclept ye "stille-hunting” plan,
And sneaketh through ye forest
A s softly as he can.
And suddenly he baggeth
A costly hired man.
Mark well ye citie huntsman!
Hys gunne he keeps atte cocke,
But when a hare he seeth
Hys knees together knocke—
And finally his guide doth kille
Ye rabbit with a rocke!
Beware of ye same huntsman.
And walk behind hym notte.
The which of his vicinage
Is ye moste fearsome spotte—
For there is where hys comrade
Most frequently gets shotte!

the trip to the “ Barren,” called Hinds’ s
plains. When camp was located and
the hungry hunters had partaken o f a
well earned lunch, they started out in
search o f “ m eat.” Mr. Hinds was
fortunate enough to bag a fine caribou
in less than a half hour’s hunt. They
saw just 14 caribou that afternoon, for
the animals migrate about che 20th of
the month, leaving the cold north coun
try for the southlands. Our party had
established their camp in the center o f
the island, and were therefore in a
splendid position o f vantage.
The next day it rained and the hunt
ers remained in camp.
Sunday there
was nothing doing, for the laws pro
hibit shooting uprn the Sabbath and
the erstwhile sportsmen became simple
woodsmen and enjoyed the day in
strolls through the woods. They saw
about 50 caribou during their jaunts
through the forest. (But even had the
day not been a holy one, the animals
were all too small to kill, snd hence
they would have been safe anyway.)
On Monday, Oct. 23, each got a head.
Tuesday was spent in camp and the
Nimrods passed the time in taking pho
tographs o f the scenery. On Wednes
day Mr. Churchill got his second head.
That day the hunters saw at least 500
head o f caribou. Thursday there were
even more o f them to be seen and Mr.
Merriam secured another head.
Friday was the big day and all got
\
their lim:t o f heads. Mr. Hinds alone
saw about 800 head pass in review, and
Mr. Merriam says he saw as many.
Mr. Churchill had remained in camp,
photogi aphing. Sun iay the party em
ployed in “ skinning out” the heads jind
preparing them for transportation.
Monday they broke camp and left the
barrens, returning to the first camp on
Sandy Lake stream,
Grand lake.
Tuesday they packed up their stuff and
got everything in readiness for the
homeward journey.
Wednesday they again broke camp
and took the train for Port-au Basques,
and subsequently boarded tne Bruce for
North Sydney.
They had hoped to
reach their destination at 10.30 a m.,
but owing to a heavy wind storm were
delayed ten hours on the Reid New
foundland railway. They were lucky
to escape the dangers o f that storm,
for during its progress two trains were
blown off the tracks and one o f them
was destroyed by catching afire.
Finally they did leave Port-auBasques, Thursday morning, arriving
at North Sydney in the middle of the
afternoon. They remained there . 11
night and Friday the last stage of the
homeward journey was begun. Mr.
Hinds and Mr. Merriam arrived in
Portland about 6 o ’cloc.- Saturday
evening.
Mr. Churchill returned to
the Aroostook region in quest o f moose.
— Portland Sunday Telegram.
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The article in the March J o u r n a l
where menton is made o f a Chickadee
perching on a gun barrel reminded me
of an incident that occurred last
Meanwhile, observe ye Nymrod —
March. I was sawing wood when one
He stoppeth for to buy
o f these interesting little birds flew
A goodly bag of beasties,
New Hampshire.
A nd personally doth lie
from the woodpile and perched on my
Unto hys trusting wyfe, who
arm, near the shoulder. It looked in
R a n g e l e y L akes .
Just winketh of her eye.
Lakeside House, on Umbagog, a most picturesque
quiringly into my face without fear,
—St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
retreat, charming scenery, beautiful drives, excel
Mountain
V
iew
House
is
one
of
the
most
modern,
and when through with the inspection up to date summer homes in the state of Maine. lent boating, good hunting. Send for booklet.
E. H. Davis, Proprietor. Lakeside, N. H.
Its beautiful location at the foot of Rangeley
flew to a near-by tree.
Hunting In Newfoundland.
lake on a picturesque cove, gives it many at
Junco has never to my knowledge tractions, while the best of hunting is within close
Washington
County.
Hunting
caribou in the Newfoundland
The boating and canoeing are the
been accused of being an imitator of proximity.
best on the lake; the drives are unsurpassed for
barrens is a sport that is not general
song birds, but last year the efforts beautiful scenery and the woods around are filled
G r a n d L ake St r e a m , M e .
ly understood or appreciated. Perhaps
with delightful paths and trails. Croquet and
of one to do so came under my observa tennis grounds adjoin the house. The cuisine is Ouananiche Lodge and Sunset Camps, Wash
ington Co., Maine. For the fisherman. A dead the great distance deters the average
of
the
best;
fruit,vegetables,
fish
and
game
in
tion. In passing a group o f apple trees their season with plenty of milk and cream. Pure sure place for a satisfactory catch. The vacation
sportsman
ist. An ideal spot for an outing. The hunter is w 'apped-up-in-his-business
where several song sparrows were spring water is furnished the house from a spring in
the center of the Washington county game
above. Rooms large, well lighted and pleasant. belt. Second to none in Maine. Open fireplaces, from taking the time out to travel so
singing, I noticed one bird voice that Hunters find plenty of deer, partridge and wood
running water, good beds, clean wholesome food. far, but to those who can and do spare
was harsh and rather out o f tune, yet cock in the woods near by.
Reasonable service.
Steam Launches, Teams,
Send for 1905 booklet to
Canoes and Rowboats. Send for 1906 circular. the time, the results are well worth it.
L. E. Bowley, Mountain View House,
apparently a song sparrow’ s note. On
Look us up at Sportsmen’s Shows. W . G. Rose.
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me.
108 Water St., Boston, M ass.; Grand Lake The animals are thicker than flies in
close examination, I discovered that
Stream, Washington County, Me.
April to haytime and so ignorant o f the powers
the musical effort came from a Junco,
November.
E u stis , M e .
o f the death dealing rifle, that they
Lake Camps. No better bear,
who was evidently trying to imitate Round Mountain
deer and partridge shooting can be found
browse within gunshot o f the hunts
than on this preserve. Our camps are
Camera Lies For the Poor Hunter.
his distant relatives. There were the
warm and comfortable and remain open
man and it has even been possible to
opening notes, the gurgles, the song
until December 15. Telephone connec
The camera as an aid to a certain photograph them right on their native
tion.
Reasonable
rates.
Correspon
sparrow trills that make up the song,
dence solicited. Hunting licenses for class o f hunters is being
profitably heath. Imagine getting near enough
all quite respectably rendered for an
isale at camp.
used at Greenville by two brothers who to do this to a Maine deer? The season
Dion O. Blackwell, Mgr., Eustis, Me.
imitation. I would like to know if New York office. Room 29, 335 Broadway.
furnish them with misleading photo opens August 1, and from then until
others have observed this trait.
R a n g e l e y , M a in e .
graphs to show their friends at home October 1, sportsmen are allowed to
Oquossoc
House.
Headquarters
for
commercial
On June 26, 1905, I took, with a ! men and sportsmen, Natt Ellis, Rangeley, Me._
according to a despatch from that town take their limit o f three heads.
From
friend, a very early start for a trip
in the New York World.
Ran g e le y L akes.
October
1
to
the
20th
is
close
time,
through the woods, and it may be of J Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of
As a site for their studio the brothers when the season opens again until Feb
interest to the J o u r n a l ’ s readers to : Bald Mountain in a good hunting and fishing secchose a spot a short distance from the ruary 1.
know that a few of our birds are 1tion. Steamboat accommodations O. K. Tele! phone at camps. Two mails daily. Write for vfilage in a place as wild as can be
Walter H. Hinds, taxidermist ard
decidedly early singers. W e started at
free circular to
found a hundred miles around in Maine. general authority upon woodcraft, ac
one o ’clock in the morning. It was
Amos Ellis, Prop’r, Bald Mountain, Me.
There is a camp built like those found companied by a Mr. Churchhill o f Bos
cloudy and very dark, but we carried
Via F a r m in g to n .
in the woods, but with three fronts, or, ton and a Mr. Merriam o f Newton,
no light. A t about one o ’clock a Clea’’ W a te r Camps. First-class hunting.
rather, three o f the sides are arranged Mass., enjoyed a trip to the New
E. G. Gay, Route 1, Farmington, Me.
Chebec sang his sharp, scolding note
like fronts o f camps, all oifferent. foundland shotting ground recently and
for us. A t about two o ’clock an
St r a t t o n , M e .
These
are the backgrounds.
Then so good were the results and so pleas
Ovenbird sang for us as we passed Hotel Blanchard. Centrally located in the Dead
River region. Good table and clean beds. Good there are stuffed deer, moose, birds and
ant the relaxation from business cares,
through a dense piece o f woods. A livery connected. Parties taken to any and all
bear galore, hunting costumes and all that all three unanimously decided to
at reasonable rates.
few moments later a Catbird com camps in this section
E. H. Grose, Prop’r, Stratton, Me.
kinds o f camp paraphernalia.
return next season.
Mr. Hinds has
menced to sing. As we s :o p p e . to
N ear Ran geley.
Two classes o f customers patronize about 40 heads to prepare for the
listen an Olive-sided Flycatcher sang Point Pleasant. Stop and consider. This is a
the photographers. First come spuri Boston Sportsman’ s show which opens
several times. Up to this time it was nice place to spend a summer vacation. For rates
and particulars correspond with
ous sportsmen, who buy a deer o f some Christmas Day. The heads will be on
perfectly dark. As it commenced to
Hinkley & Roberts, Rangeley, Me.
guide and then start for home after exhibition in Mec- anics Building, Bos
grow light at three, a Song Sf arrow
O n P h il l ip s & R a n g e l e y R a il r o a d .
spending th? most of their time in mak ton, during the progress o f the show.
piped up his song, and at 3.10 several Redington Camps and Cottages. Good accom! modations, with best hunting and fishing. One ing up tales o f adventure, which they Four live animals were secured for the
Alder Flycatchers commenced to sing. ! minute’s walk from Redington station. Write for
supplement with photographs showing Michigan Forestry commission, and
J. F. Hough, Prop’r.,
A t 3 15 all the robins began their usual |circular.
P. O. Rangeley, Me.
I themselves, rifle in hand, before a forwarded early in the month.
The
morning notes, and the other birds
camp with deer and moose strung up caribou will be set free in Michigan
P h il l ip s , M e .
joined in the chori s.
Phillips Hotel. Carriage meets all trains. Good before the door.
The second class is woods with the expectation o f seeing
C. A. Mahoney, Prop’r.
On June 30th my friend and I climbed hunting.
composed o f real sportsmen who have the number increased in the very near
Mt. Bigelow, and our observation
A t F a r m in gto n .
had no cameras in the woods.
future.
It is also understood that
upon the Warblers breeding there The Stoddard House is delightfully located for
those wishing to spend the vacation among the
As for the spurious sportsmen, they several live specimens have been se
may be o f interest. Along near a bog hills and near good hunting and fishing. Write
go to the “ studio, ” where a scene is cured for the Sportsman’s show in Beeo f hackmatack, in a scraggly spruce, j for particulars.
W . H. McDonald, Prop’r., Farmington, Me.
set for them in short order. They pick ton. Mr. Hinds would be pleased 'o
we found a Tennessee warbler singing
H a in e s L a n d in g , M e . out the front o f the cabin they prefer,
furnish any information desired 1y
loudly, and he evidently h ai a nest
Mooselook megnntic
and a rough board and quick work with ! sportsmen contemplating a visit to
House offers excellent ac
nearby. On the brow o f the mountain
commodations t o sports the brush produce a sign, “ Camp Com
Newfoundland.
we passed through a growth o f spruce
men. It is in close prox
or any
imity to the best hunting in fo rt,” or “ Nimrod’s Home,”
Mr. and Mrs. Walter D. Hinc’ s
where the ground was green with
this section. No hay fever.
Stuffed deer sought a brief respite from care in a
Address from Nov. until other old designation.
liverworts Here Blackpoll Warblers
May, Theo. L. Page, Prop., are brought out and hung up, and if
visit to Oxbow on the Aroostook River,
were common and a Yellow-bellied
Senate Cafe, Washington,
D. C. After May 1, Haines necessary, hunting togs are lent to the arriving there Sept. 5.
Mr. Hinds se
Flycatcher was heard. The top o f the
Landing, Me.
sitters. Then “ supers” are called in to cured his limit o f deer and Mrs. Hinds
mountain was a huge ledge with a
make up a hunting party. The photog bagged a number o f partridges
Via R a n g e l e y .
They
growth of spruce and birch. The
Kennebago Lake House on the shore of Kenne- raphers press the button and do the
spent about a month up and down the
most common bird here was the Black- bago Lake. One of the best hunting sections.
Good hunting every day in the season. Excellent |rest.
river.
poll again.
Nashvilles were
also accommodations.
Address,
When customers of the other class
Richardson Bros., Proprietors,
In
company with Winston W.
common in the deciduous
growths.
Kennebago, Me.
arrive from the woods with real game Churchill o f Boston.
Mr. Hinds left
We also heard several Olive-backed
the ingenuity o f the artist is taxed to Masardis Oct. 16, going as far as North
D e a d R iv e r R egion .
Thrushes and White-throated Spar
The New Shaw House, Eustis, Maine, a brand get a background to meet the ideas o f
Sydney, Cape Breton, arriving on the
rows.
new hotel with hardwood floors, hot and cold
water, water closets, bath, etc., almost in the the patrons.
16th.
They took the steamer Bruce
The Prairie Horned Lark is a sum woods.
The fishing on the Dead river in the vicin
Many photographs have been pub for Port-au-Basques, Truro,
Nova
mer resident on the “ Ridge” in the ity of this hotel is first-class. Ih e Shaw House
table is said to be good; come and visit us. Fur lished o f a sportsman sitting upon a
Scotia, where they were joined by A.
town o f Eu3tis and also on the “ Mile ther particulars by addressing,
carcass o f a big deer, moose, or stand W . Merriam o f Milton, Mass.
A. B. Sargent, Proprietor, Eustis, Me.
The
Square” in Avon, both sections being
ing, rifle in hand, beside a “ fallen for- three sportsmen arrived at Port-auE ustis , M e .
elevated areas o f farming land.
The “ fallen monarch” ! Basques about 7.30 on the morning of
Pond Camps. Situated in the Dead River est monarch. ”
Avon, M e .
D a n a W. S w e e t Tim
Region, 2,000 feet above the sea level. In the
which
figured
in
many of these pictures the 18th. Here they boarded the train
heart
of
Maine’s
best
hunting
ground.
Write
for
in t h e J o u r n a l o f t h e Maine Orni
further particulars to
is worn almost bald by being dragged on the Reid Newfoundland railway,
thological Society.
_____________________Julian K. Viles. Eustis, Me.
so often from the studio to a little glen for Sandy Crossing, arriving at 8
Via R a n g e l e y .
Here they
Y o r k ’s Camps, Loon Lake. Ten Ponds. Best in *he rear, and the deer are often in o ’clock in the evening.
Some Good Solid, Common Sense.
Deer and Birds shooting in this section. A postal need o f repairs to keep the hay stuffing
were joined by their three guides and a
brings illustrated booklet.
To the Editor of M a in e W o od s :
in place. Not long since the photog cook. (Mr. Hinds would be pleased to
J. Lewis York, Proprietor, Rangeley, Maine.
In your paper o f Dec. 8 you published
raphers turned out a score o f hunting furnish any information to prospective
Kennebec County.
* letter from Samuel Lock, o f Lewisscenes for a railroad publication. They hunters relative to this latter detail.
burg, which contains more good, solid
made three different camps o f their
B e lg r a d e L ak es, Me.
The party next journeyed down the
eommon sense than anything I have T h f Belgrade. Best sportsman’s hotel in New one structure. The mangy moo3e was Sandy River to its mouth at Grand
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, best
read for a long time on the subject o f trout
fishing in Maine. Chas. A. Hill & Son, Mg’rs. propped in various lifelike positions, Lake.
Here they made their first camp
Span season for shooting deer. I think
and the deer were worked singly and in in Newfoundland. Grand Lake is about
he is just right in naming from Nov. 1
Oxford County.
groups. In short, the whole game re 1,000 miles from Portland.
On the
to Dec. 15, and his reasons are A num
gion o f Maine was covered in less than morning o f the 19th o f October they !
Via R u m fo r d F a l l s .
Dam House. Good hunting. Send for half an acre o f woods.
ber 1. No longer time is necessary Upper
broke camp and crossed the lake some
circular. John Chadwick & Co., Upper Dam, Me.
for all who go into the woods the latter
Any money in it for the photog five miles, where they camped again,
part of Oct. for an outing and a few
Penobscot County.
raphers? Well, it’ s cheaper for spuri resolved to spend the night, owing to
birds and then wind up with a hand
B a n g o r , M a in e .
ous sportsmen to get photographs than the arduous labor o f carrying the im- ;
House, distributing point for Moosehead
some buck to take home. I hope Mr. Bangor
moose.—Exchange.
Lake, Aroostook and Washington counties.
mense amount o f provisions necessary
H. A . Chapman & Son, Proprietors.
Lock's letter will take good root and
for such a trip. Some idea can be had
grow until his suggestion becomes a law
On a w a , M e.
o f the commissary when it is known ;
Camp Onawa. Do not write us for accommodations
A Guaranteed Cure For Piles.
ia.the state ofMaine.
that tw o boat loads comprised it.
during July, August or first half of September,
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles
Yours turly,
as all are taken. If you wish to come during the
Again on the morning o f the 20th
fall for moose, deer, bear, birds, or small game, Your druggist will refund money if Pazo Oint
J. W. Shattuck.
write us at once.
Young & Buxton, Onawa, Me. ment fails to cure you in 6 to 14 days. 50 cts.
they prepared for the final stages o f

Said M rs. E e l one m orn in g;
“ P ra y , don’ t forg et those tfchigs;
R em em ber first the crullers
A n d then the muffin rings.
“ B e sure to stop a t m a m m a 's
A n d get a ja r o f Jam ;
T hen sw im dow n p ast the grocer’ s
A n d b u y a little ham .
“ I ’ d like a dozen e ggp lants,
A dozen onions, too ;
O f p arsley get tw o bunches
T o put into the stew .

HE REACHED HOME WITH BUT TWO.
“ T h en com e hom e past the butcher's
A n d buy a b eefsteak rare,
A pound or two o f cutlets,
I f you see good ones th e re .”
She tied a strin g around him
So he'd know w hat to do.
H e bought the th in gs she w anted,
B u t reached hom e w ith but two.
T h e y were
W h ic h to
B ecau se he
U pon his

the rings and crullers,
the eel had clung,
had them nicely
b acklet strung.

“ M y d e a r,” he said, "d o n ’ t send m e
In fu tu re for your things
U n le ss each has a hole in
L ik e these nice muffin rin g s.”
—D etroit Journal.

